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SEPTEMBER, 1877. 

BEGGARS AND BEGGARY.* 

( ve ELIA, the mother of the Gracchi, when visited by 

a lady of rank from a neighboring province, was asked 

to show her ornaments. Delaying her vain guest with con- 

versation, until her boys Tiberius and Caius came home from 

school, she drew them to her side, saying, “‘ These are my jew- 

els.” With no less pride did St. Lawrence, witnessing the 

poor and needy who crowded about the Christian shrines 

asking alms, say in the name of the church, ‘ These are our 

treasures.” 

“ Poverty is my wife,” said St. Francis of Assissi : and there 

has been no blessing or promotion or honor in this life or in 

the life to come, which religion in the past has not given to 

this condition. 

Montaigne, in his “ Journey into Italy,” speaks of the 

lordly style in which the beggars bear themselves; of the per- 

emptory and dictatorial tone in which they solicit alms. 

Lowell called beggary the fourth of the liberal professions in 

* An Address delivered before the University Club, March 20th, and at 

the first publie meeting of the St. Louis Social Science Association, May 

25th, 1877. 
Vol 3—No. 9—33 
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selves as especially worthy of the protection of the govern- 

ment; they feel wronged if any foreign competition is per- 

mitted. They regard maims and deformities as excellent 

stock in trade. “A withered arm they present to you asa 

highwayman would his pistol; a goitre is a life-annuity; a 

St. Vitus’ Dance is as good as an engagement as prima baller- 

ina at the Apollo; and -to have no legs at all is to stand on 

the best footing with fortune.” Of course the traveler gets 

their blessings and prayers for his dole. But they have their 

terms. A lady once gave the regular fee to an old woman : 

it was regarded too little for a foreigner to bestow. The re- 

sentment was not less real for being delicately expressed : 

“ Thanks signorina. God will reward even you!” 

But perhaps it is in Spain that the beggar exists in his 

greatest glory. Poverty is the rule in this land of the sun. 

More than half the population are indigent. Yet only here 

is social or “ Christian” equality realized. Here the beggar 

is no outcast, or at enmity with society. He is regarded as a 

perfectly legitimate or even essential product,—honored by 

the Church, protected by the State, and every where hospit- 

ably treated and fed. A sentiment of poetry surrounds his 

life. He is the only really free and independent citizen. With- 

out cost and without concern he mingles in the throng that 

presses to participate in the most imposing religious rites ; 

he lingers in the midst of costly art and magnificence; he 

eats from the tables of the wealthy. No false modesty pre- 

vents him from asking alms; no sbame hinders him from ac- 

cepting it. Broken bread he will not touch: he asks and re- 

ceives with dignity. 

To be sure, in the end, he dies on the ground, to be thrown 

for burial into a common ditch. But what of that? He has 

had, quite likely, a long life of freedom from care, and liberty 

of spirit. In that beautiful climate he has had a really poet- 
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ic existence. He has had leisure to enjoy nature and art. 

He has at least dreamed of national grandeur, of personal 

riches and power, of loves and pleasures, of ruling the earth, 

of inheriting heaven. 

And the time was when even the English beggar had only 

friends and defenders. Of how many an ancient legend or 

ballad is he the hero! Hale and hearty, or sick and needy, 

blind or lame, with wallet and staff, with dog and crutch, he 

was an essential figure in every landscape ; he was one of the 

sights or “lions” of the metropolis. The “ Board of For- 

eign Missions was not then established ; but not less consci- 

entiously were children taught to measure their own good- 

ness by the pennies saved—for the beggars by the wayside or 

at the door. 

Charles Lamb, in his plea for beggars, calls him “ the only 

free man in the universe.” He alone is not compelled to fol- 

low the fashion. No one asks him to sign a note or lend 

money. No one troubles him about his religion or his poli- 

tics. And the crusade then beginning against the mendicant 

fraternity, our genial writer designates as the “ eleventh per- 

secution.” “Reader” he says, “do not be frightened at the 

hard words, imposition, imposture—give, and ask no questions. 

Cast thy bread upon the waters. Some have unawares... . 

entertained angels. Shut not thy purse-strings always against 

painted distress. Act a charity sometimes. When a poor 

creature (outwardly and visibly such) comes before thee, do 

not stay to inquire whether the ‘seven small children’ in 

whose name he implores thy assistance, have a veritable ex- 

istence. Rake not into the bowels of unwelcome truth to save 

@ half-penny. If he be not all that he pretendeth, give, and 

under a personate father of a family, think (if thou pleasest) 

that thou hast relieved an indigent bachelor. When they 

come with their counterfeit looks and mumping tones, think 
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them players. You pay your money to see a comedian feigm 

these things, which, concerning these poor people, thou canst 

not certainly tell whether they are feigned or not.” 

So far for one side of the picture: there is another which 

gives no trace of romance. It affords no subject for poetry 

or for jest. The times have changed. The new age asks 

troublesome questions. Mendicancy learned its trade but too 

well. Everywhere successful it created organizations to en- 

large and perpetuate its success. Thousands who might have 

been self-supporting chose its sweet do-nothing life. Em- 

ployers were exacting; work drudgery; all trades except 

beggary precarious. At length as beggars multiplied, givers 

seemed to diminish. A coldness sprang up. Suspicion was 

frequent. The morality of the whole matter of almsgiving 

was finally brought to account: but not until eleemosynary 

endowments and charitable institutions had apparently made 

poverty the eternal heritage of civilization. 

Look at London to-day. To say nothing of private alms- 

giving, which is past our power to compute, its organized 

charities, in which I include the poor-rates, the income of 

endowments, and the usnal expenditure of permanent associ- 

ations, amount annually to from 35 to 50 millions of dollars. 

Put the population of London at four millions. It is estim- 

ated that one person in every eight of this vast multitude is 

regularly assisted. But this even allows to every man, wom- 

an and child of the 500,000 poor, from seventy to one hun- 

dred dollars per annum, or to every family of five members, 

from three hundred and fifty to tive hundred dollars. 

It has been said, with great appearance of truth, that the 

generosity of the English people is unequalled. And if that 

generosity, which consists in the expenditure of enormous 

sums for poverty and destitution deserves reward, they should 

be richly recompensed either here or hereafter. The Divine 

~<a 
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Intention would be a little clearer and more satisfactory if 

they were permitted to see that their lavishly bestowed ben- 

efactions diminished or mitigated the evil which they seek to 

remedy. On the contrary the more they give, the worse the 

case becomes. Beggars swarm everywhere. Twenty thou- 

sand tramps range the streets of London. Wretchedness and 

filth steadily increase. They are not confined to the slums of 

St. Giles or ‘Bethnal Green. They encroach more and more 

upon the magnificent squares and regal terraces of the rich. 

“The most lordly streets are frequently but a mask for the 

squalid districts which lie behind them; whilst spots conse- 

crated to the most hallowed of purposes, are begirt by scenes 

of indescribable infamy and pollution; the blackest tide of 

moral turpitude that flows in the capital, rolls its fillhy wave- 

lets up to the very walls of Westminster Abbey; and the 

law-makers for one-seventh of the human race sit, night after 

night, for deliberation in the immediate vicinity of the most 

notorious haunts of law-breakers in the empire. 

When to relieve the extraordinary distress of certain dis- 

tricts, in 1866-’7, free dormitories and soup-houses were open- 

-ed, and branch societies with distributors were stationed 

there, these neighborhoods immediately became more and 

more thronged ; families flocked in from all quarters; and to 

add to the suffering and strengthen the plea for help, rents 

rose and wages fell. Over and over again visitors and com- 

missioners declared that the ordinary methods of relief seem- 

ed but a premium upon wasteful habits, upon idleness and 

imposition. After care and patient inquiry and long service, 

a clergyman identified with this work (A. W. H. C.) says that 

“with every gift of a shilling [soup] ticket, he had done four 

penny worth of good and eight penny worth of harm.” 

In the city of Bristol, which has largely endowed charities, 

and consequently a large pauper class, high wages have over 
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and over again proved powerless to attract hands to its man- 

ufactories and other industries, except from a distance. The 

same is true elsewhere. This has been noticed of certain 

cities of the Netherlands and of Brittany, and even of Hol- 

land. And what to do with the poor, or with the poor-funds,. 

has become one of the gravest questions of modern civiliza- 

tion. Says a writer on “ London Alms and London Pauperism,” 

in the Quarterly Review for October last, and to whom I am 

indebted for some of the facts already used, “ The proper ad- 

ministration of public alms is the greatest problem of our 

country.” 

It is scarcely more than a generation since it was said by 

Jno. Stuart Mill that the American population was all of the 

middle class. If there were no aristocracy or nobility, there were 

no millions of pro/etaires and indigent, no laboring class in ab- 

ject poverty as was to be found in the manufacturing towns 

and rural districts of European lands. This was cited as one 

of our qualifications for exercising universal suffrage, for 

maintaining a democratic form of government. But there 

have been changes since then. We find ourselves facing an- 

dreamt-of issues. The old world is thrusting its. problems 

upon us. Crime and poverty are born, and organize them- 

selves, even under republics. Pauperism or beggary, in any. 

thing like threatening magnitude, is a new thing to us. But 

in the last few years we have heard its demands and seen 

some of its grimmest features. The beggars that we have 

been making through the “ good times,” now the “ hard 

times” have come, seem multiplied a hundred-fold and de- 

mand their rights. Lest our own social eonditions should not 

beget the evil fast enough, ship-loads of paupers have been 

poured in upon us from abroad. The social system is already 

wellinoculated with this poison. It therefore becomes us be- 
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fore we have made the almost irremediable mistakes of the 

older nations, to discuss this question in its various bearings. 

Archbishop Whately is quoted as saying that, “‘ If you pay 

a man to work, he will work; if you pay him to beg, he will 

beg.” Let hard times come, as they do come and will come, 

and there are thousands of people in all our crowded towns, 

who if they once find that they can get their bread aud cloth- 

ing, or their coal and rent by applying to relief societies, or 

by begging from door to door, will cease to labor for any man 

for consecutive days, or for the consecutive hours of a single 

day. With all that class who are without trades, and with- 

out regular occupations, who follow that chance business of 

* doing jobs” for a living, beggary is but the next grade be- 

low them, into which they are constantly falling. And no 

one can know, who has not made the matter a subject of in- 

vestigation, in how short a time many a fairly capable and 

respectable family, suffering from some temporary misfortune, 

by relief continued beyond the absolute necessities of the 

case, comes to look upon charity as a matter of course or of 

right; loses that healthy sense of self-respect and indepen- 

dence which is essential to successful effort, and little by lit- 

tle sinks into shiftlessness and chronic wretchedness. The 

true friend of the poor finds it the hardest of lessons to teach 

to the benevolent and well-to-do public, that indiscriminating 

charity is in its consequences a criminal offense against civil- 

ization ; it is the feeding and fostering of a fatal cancer in the 

social body. Let me show you by a common-place illustra- 

tion or two how it works. 

Some time since I was called to inquire into a case of des- 

titution in the neighborhood of the Four Courts. In a miser- 

able tenement house, fronting upon a narrow alley, up one 

flight, in one small dark room, I found six persons; two wom- 

en and four small children in a state of filth and abject 
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wretchedness revolting to every sense of decency. To com- 

plete their helplessness, one of the mothers had a lameness 

which almost disabled her from walking, and the other was a 

confirmed paralytic. A tin pail of refuse vegetables boiling 

in water ov the stove, with no meat or bread for supper, told 

the tale of their extremity. The presence of a stranger in 

that forlorn neighborhood, possibly on some errand of char- 

ity, compelled me before I reached the fresh air of the street, 

to hear the recitals of distress from several families. Gen- 

erally there was no complaint or jealousy that the poor crea- 

tures whom I went to see, received aid. All seemed to feel 

that it was deserved: but that some others should be favored 

was looked upon with dislike. To one woman, who stood at 

the threshold of the only room that had an appearance of 

neatness, I said, as I passed, “ Well, you seem to be comfort- 
” 

able.” She almost broke down with emotion: but when she 

spoke she said, “Sir, I do the best I can. God knows to 

what straits I have been put. But I am not a beggar.”’ Upon 

questioning her, 1 found her the mother of four children, a 

widow for four years. And yet by going out to wash, she 

had managed to keep herself decent, and her boys in school a 

part of thetime. And then she spoke with some bitterness 

of some of her neighbors who lived by begging; who did 

nothing but roam the streets; who got theirclothing by going 

from house to house, their bread and coal from benevolent 

associations, their rent from the county court. They did 

nothing, while she worked; yet they had frequently abun- 

dance of fuel, and baskets of broken food, while she and her 

children had nothing to burn and scarcely a morsel to eat. 

The trouble is, the honest poor must live side by side with 

the dishonest poor. The industrious, the self-respecting, or 

the sick poor, are tenanted door to door with the poor who 
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are strong, and lazy, and shiftless. And no superficial glance 

can determine between them—only patient inquiry and actu- 

al acquaintance with the facts in the case. 

Two instances occur to me in the same neighborhood. One 

a young woman with three small children, husband out of 

work, strangers here. Beside the hard times they had sick- 

ness. Still they kept up quite a show of decency; but des- 

peration finally made them ask help of a neighbor. They 

came to the city fortunately with a very good supply of cloth- 

ing and bedding. But when the rent was due and the flour 

was out, though the weather was at the coldest, piece after 

piece went to the pawnshop, to help them from day to day. 

The mother cut up almost every garment she had to cover 

the nakedness of the children. I shall never forget the lcok 

of despair on this woman’s worn and delicate face, as she 

took out of a trunk ticket after ticket received of the pawn- 

broker, showing me how she had met the sad necessities of 

her lot. 

Near by was an oldish woman, mother of grown-up boys. 

A friend had sent me her address, believing ber to be in ur- 

gent need. She evidently was not expecting a visitor; but 

finding me, as she thought, on a charitable mission, she peur- 

ed forth an almost interminable tale of woes. She could not 

walk now for some time she said; and she had no money to 

buy camphor for her rheumatic limbs. Her sons and her hus- 

band did nothing for her support. Her rent was due and 

she had little to eat. Seeing that now she could not rise from 

her chair for lameness, I asked her how it happened that the 

day before she was nearly a mile away from home, asking for 

assistance? The question was so troublesome she became 

confidential. She admitted that she had been trying to raise 

a little money by a raftle: the prize a quilt; shares twenty- 

five cents. And the list of purchasers showed the usual num- 
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ber of “ cash” subscribers, with quite a fair sprinkling of 

well-known citizens and housewives—“ Drawing” to take 

place next week. I was a good deal interested in this little 

enterprise, and remarked that it must be quite a nice way to 

raise a little money. [ asked her who drew up the paper, 

she said a boy who lived near by, who could write better than 

she could. And then she got up, and going to a chest took 

out at least three similar papers, all pretty well filled up, 

some showing a good deal of wear and tear. None of them 

had been drawn yet—nor were they ever meant to be. As I 

glanced over the apartment there was no lack of clothing. 

There was unused bedding, and there was hanging at one 

side a quite large assortment of women’s wear (second-hand, 

to be sure), but forming a very considerable stock in trade. 

Moreover before I left, she admitted that the county court 

paid her rent, while a benevolent association gave her bread 

and coal. Thus while she was probably able to work and 

earn her support, she was living easily on false representa- 

tions, exemplifying the common saying of the London beg. 

gars, “that those who tells most lies gets most.” 

The great harm lies in this: that giving to the dishonest 

and shiftless is an injustice and hardship to the deserving. A 

little girl that I know of, belonging to a worthless family, 

managed to get, by begging, gifts for a Christmas tree which 

few families of our middle class could afford to have—the en-— 

vy of scores of children in the neighborhood who could only. 

enjoy such a luxury for themselves by going out begging too. 

Another little girl of twelve years, never going to school, al- 

ways tramping the streets, whose family needed no such fav- 

ors, got a complete outfit of new clothes, which was but a les- 

son to the poor of her neighborhood, that if they would dress 

as well, they too, with no thought of education or of work, 

should ask for what they want from house to house. Well 
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has it been said that the successful beggary of one drone, de- 

moralizes a. whole hive of hard-pressed workers. 

JOHN ©. LEARNED 

(‘To be continued. ) 

MAKARIA. 

A PLAY IN FIVE ACTS. 

S. STERNE. 

Dramatis Persone. 

DEMOPHOON—King of Athens, son of Theseus. 

Jouaus—Nephew of Hercules, and Leader of the Heraclides. 

ADRASTUS—Son of Jolaus’s friend, and under his protection. 
ALKMENE—Mother of Hercules. 
Makarta—Daughter of Hercules. 

Tue Heraciipes—His Sons. 

Kropgeus—Herald to King Eurystheus. 

MiLos—An Old Athenian. 

Tue PrriestEss, at Delphi. 

Messengers, Women, Citizens of Athens, gc. 

ACT IV. 

Scene—High ground, on an island. The sea is seen in the distance. On- 
one side a hut, on the other rocks, over which a path leads down to the: 

shore. 

Mak. (Alone, seating herself.) 

I’}l seat myself on these stones here, 
And wait till eve,—until he comes again !— 
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(Rising). Yet no, l’ll not !—(Looking after him with out- 

stretched hands.) 

O love, my love, farewell ! 

Thee | have loved past all things, O farewell, 
Farewell forever!— Something here, some dark 
Foreboding in this bleeding heart, tells me 

I shall not see him at the early eve, 
Nor yet at early morn, nor any hour, 
But never, nevermore !—these weeping eyes 
Have loeked their last upon his face and form !— 

He did put on a peaceful outward mien, 
A safe assurance, to soothe my despair, 

But yet I read full plainly through it all, 
His heart knew nothing of this confidence, 

His inmost soul was filled with anxious trouble, 
With fearful apprehensions, like my own, 

Else was he moved so easily not to go, 

Nor yet so hurriedly departed, leaving 
Me here alone!— O heaven, and how, in truth, 

Should he not tremble !—theugh I know not if 

My agony be greater than is his, 

Because that love is weaker in my soul, 
Or conscience stronger!— Conscience!— He knows not 
How our dread sin rose up a threatening image 

Each night beside our pillow while he slumbered, 
But my hot eyes closed not in lightest sleep, 

How the black, ghastly shape haunted, pursued me, 

Clung closely as my shadow to my heels 

Where’er I went,—sat at our board with us, 

Glided between us when he kissed my lips, 

Cast a dark, withering blight o’er all things joyous !— & Dlig 85 JO! 
O fearful consequence of guilt and sin! 

—And now, what will he learn?— A shuddering tale 

Of carnage, blood and slaughter, the destruction 
Of all of them wrapped in one cruel fate, 

My Brothers and the King, our generous friend ! 
Demophoon!— O thus have | repaid 

The thousand benefits he showered on us! 
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Aye, and he loved me well!— O and my Brothers! 

Have I thus given you over to swift death, 

Even I, that should have saved you!— O my soul! 

O most intolerable, maddening thought ! 
(Kneeling.) Great gods, immortal powers!— If | may venture 

Once more to offer up most humble prayer, 

If ye yet look on me, my voice may reach you, 
And if ye have not yet turned your hearts and faces 
Wholly away in wrath from such as me, 

Her whi has sinned past every hope of pardon,— 

If ye yet deign to work the feeblest good 

Through so unworthy instrument,—if yet 
In this great crime there may be aught undone, 

In this great disaster aught repaired or helped,— 

Show me the means whereby it be accomplished, 
And as | live, I swear by yonder heavens, 

[I will perform it!— Naught could prove too hard, 
Too difficult! (Rising.) Ay, now let me consider it, 

While yet Adrastus is away, while not 

The magic of his presence holds me fettered, 

Lames heart and head and action and resolve !— 
Ah !—this perchance,— !— 

(Enter Milos.) 

«Mil. Good day to you, fair Lady! 

Mak. (Starting.) 

(s. v.) What voice speaks there!— A poor Old Man!— What 

would he? 
(al.) ‘Thanks, Father, thanks!— But pray how came you here? 

—’Tis rare to see a stranger in these parts !— 

Save ours, methinks there’s but a single hut 
Close to the shore, on all the Island, wherein 

Dwells an aged fisherman with his good wife, 
And I knew not that they— 

Mil. Ay, ay, dear Lady, 
And ’twas to them, who are my friends, I fled, 

To save— But pardon | am faint!— Have you 

Some little food to spare, perchance, then pray 
In mercy’s name— 
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Mak. Ay, surely !— (She enters the hut and returns in a 
moment with bread and wine. Old Man seats him- 

self.) Here my Father ! 
With the gods’ blessing, eat and drink and be 

Refreshed and strengthened.— What we have ourselves 

Take with best welcome! 
Mil. Ah thanks, thanks, sweet daughter ! 

(Eats anddrinks.) Pardon my boldness, but I’m well nigh 

perished 
With hunger and fatigue !— Praised be the gods 

I found your house at last, else must I surely 

Have sunk and died ere long !—I lost my way 

And wandered without food a day and night 

Among these mountains, where | climbed to find 

If from some lofty peak | might not get 

Some view perchance of distant Athens, whence 

I came two days ago. 

Mak. From Athens, say you? 

And pray, how looksit there?— O speak, good Father, 

Il conjure you!— What news?— How goes the war, 
How fares the King and all the City,—how— 

Mil. O ill, ill, ill, dear Lady, in good truth !— 

It is but evil tidings I can give you, 

Who seem so anxious for the City’s fate! 

But sad return of sorrow I can make you 

For all the good that you’ve done me!— Woe, woe 

To all the town and her unhappy people !— 

Disaster on disaster rolls its floods 

O’er her and our good King, and must ere long 
Sweep all away to ruin! 

Mak, (hiding her face.) O my soul, 
Didst thou not tell me all! 

Mil. Curst be the brood 

‘Of those Heraclides whom we gave refuge !— 
With them came all misfortune! 

Mak. (s. Vv.) O too true!— 

Mil. After the day Makaria should have died, 
And the gods bore her off,— 
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Mak. The gods!— 

Mil. Ay,some 

Do say so in the town, for it appears 
She’s vanished from the earth,—they cannot find her 
Though they searched far and near.— But I myself 

Believe it was some damned sacrilege, 
By oue comniitted— 

Mak. (s.v.) O the fearful truth! 
Mil. Daughter, heard you of that ? 

Mak. Ay, ay, say ou! 

What followed after? 

Mil. A great, bloody battle 
Was fought but half a league outside the Gates, 

By tierce Eurystheus, who laid waste the country, 

And fell on Hillus’ armies and the King’s, 

ee ee 
Ere they could join their forces.— Our brave hosts 
Were routed, broke and fled.— A thousand youths 

4 The noblest flower of the land, lie slain,— 
‘The City’s filled with mourners, dead and wounded !— 

Mak. (s.v.) O my distracted soul! 
Mil. Ay, and no marvel 

It happened thus!— ‘The Immortals were against us, 

For they are wrath, past doubt! 

“Mak. (s.v.) O they have cause! 

Mil. If we do suffer one more such defeat, 

‘rhe way unto our very heart lies open, 

The town is doomed past help and hope and mercy, 
Delivered to the enemy’s wrath and vengeance, 
Fire, sword ant every horror!—The next battle 

Must bring decision of our fate, so that 
For this we put forth all our nerve and strength, 

Mustered all forces, every man and youth 

Fit to bear arms, was called ‘to join the King, 

; And so my two fair, hopeful sons set out,— 
The gods go with them !—they were all I had !— 

Beseeching me to fly, seeing | am 

To oldto serve or be of help, and fearing 

Disastrous issue of the fray.— And so 
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I made my way here. 

Mak. (s.v.) O and this all this 
Through me, through me:! 

Mil. All the whole town’s astir,— 

‘Ten thousand straining eyes watch day and night 
For news from off the battlefield, the altars 

Steam with unceasing prayer and sacrifice, 

And old Alkmene, Mother to Hercules, 

Her gray hair stréaming in the wind behind her, 

Speeds through the:streets, calling upon young boys 

And white-haired men, to rise and arm,— . 
Mak. Alkmene! 
Mil. Even the women to prepare them to 

Protect their homes. 

Mak. (s. v.) Alkmene, my aged Grandam, 

In the loud streets with her gray hair unbound! 

O this is sharper than a thousand deaths !— 
No fiercer blow can come ! 

Mil. And cursing her 

Caused all this misery, for ’tis her faith too— 
Mak. No more, no more, Old Man!— Father [’ve hea: 

Enough and overmuch! (s.v.) And cursing her 

Caused all this misery!— It is just, just, just! 
I bow me in submission. 

Mil. (as.) Sheis young 

And passing fair,—and has the golden locks 

They told me that,— And she is strangely moved, 
Ay, past all natural measure, so methinks, 

By my ill news,— Were she perchance,— (al) Good daughter, 

Is’t long since you’ve dwelt here ? 
Mak. Ay,—very long! 

Ten weary years!— Yet no, no, no, what say L! 
*Tis not so long as that,—nof near so long! 

Seems but so endless time since I left Athens, 

And I’ve those there are passing dear to me, 

So that the City’s fate doth greatly shake 

And wring my heart! 
Mil. And live you here alone? 

lieniinamte nnd iil 
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(as.) Nay, (ll be silent!— Whosoe’er she be 
Let me not question more!— She showed me kindness, 
And this seemed like base treachery!— I'd not know 
Her name, or what her wrong perchance,—for she 

Is rent, I well can see, by some great anguish ! 

Ay, poor, young creature! 
Mak. (as.) Itis well, great gods! 

Ye deigned to cast upon this barren shore, 

From out the seething ovean of destruction, 

This poor, stray, drifting spar, to tell me of 

The wreck and ruin I have made!— It ripens 
‘lo instant action the resolve that slowly 

Took root and germined in my heart!— (al.) Father, 

{ must away upon an errand now 
‘That may no longer be delayed, and wherefrom 

I know not when I may return!— _ If while 

You tarry here,—and you'd much favor me 

Did you consent to stay for oue of us, 

You’ll find a couch in there and meat and drink 

For several days,— 
Jil. With all my heart!— I'l gladly 

Serve you in this! 

Mak. My love return, ere you 
See me again— Ah but you know him not!— 
If one should come who has the brow and eyes 

Of young Apollo, and a smile like sunshine.— 

Tell him some weighty business called me off, 
But that Pll speed me back soon as I may,— 

In a brief day or two,— Yet no, no, no, 
Tell him not this!— I know not if | ever 

May come again!— Yet O they’ll surely suffer 
That 1 return once more,—but once!— Say to him 

I left him thousand greetings! No, say naught,—! 
But if I am before him, I will stand 

Upon that ledge of rock there, watching for him !— 

(Exit hastily.) 
Mil. (Alone, looking after Mak.) 

How swift and safe she speeds her down the hill, 

Vol 3—No. 9—34. 
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Like a young deer !—gliding from stone to stone, 

And never missing of her foothold!— There, 
She’s well nigh gained the shore!— She’s out of sight now, 

Or my old eyes can follow her no further !— 
Strange, strange,—!— Well, heaven protect her!— I'll not muse 
Longer on’t now!— (I'll in and rest awhile, 

The sun grows hot, and my poor bones are broken !— 

(Enters hut.) 

ASCETISM. 

Translated from the German of J. G. Fichte for the Western, by A. E. KROEGER 

Ill. SKETCH OF THE ESSENTIAL OF ASCETISM. 

BOVE all things it is our task now, to look up more 

definitely the origin of those inclinations, which put us 

in danger of forgetting our duty, since we can find out no 

remedy for an evil until we know its precise origin. I deduce 

inclinations, affections, passions, &c., in the following manner : 

Nature produces in man a determined tendency, such as in 

t:e plants and in the animals has causality. But in man, as 

sure as man is free,—i. e., as sure as he has that freedom 

which in our system we have hitherto called formal freedom, 

and the neglect to distinguish which has produced so much 

evil in practical philosophy—it remains only a tendency. 

Before man is man (or free), (for instance as an unconscious 

child, or an idiot, cretin, &c.) this natural tendency has caus- 

ality, precisely as in animals and plants, and it has this 
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causality until the natural impulse has been broken through the 

individual or through freedom. But the moment man ele- 

vates himself to consciousness, he tears himself loose from 

the chain of natural mechanism and organism: that which he 

does thereafter he must do altogether himself. Man as such, 

i. €., a8 free, as consciousness, has no natural inclinations, af- 

fections or passions at.all. He depends altogether upon 

his freedom. An important proposition ! 

It is known to my readers what a synthetical connection 

in reason is. That which the synthesis involves, is not in it- 

self developed into consciousness ; we can elevate it to clear- 

ness only through analysis. Hence it is possible, that man, 

through the application, or non-application of freedom, may 

produce a connection amongst the manifold objects of free- 

dom in himself very like thatsynthetical connection in reason; 

and this synthesis really does occur: for instance, the repre- 

sentation x involves in man a whole manifold of other repre- 

sentations, a, b, c, as a successive series, each of which is, in 

this connection, in itself dependent upon freedom, and did ac- 

tually depend upon freedom in this particular individual at 

first, but has now through repeated realization of the same 

synthesis become connected with x in a manner equal to the 

synthetical connection in reason. 

For instance: when you write, you certainly do not consid- 

er every stroke of your pen and every letter separately and 

definitely, determining yourself to produce it thus? You 

merely think the word and at the same time you write it. But 

when you first began to write you had maturely to consider 

every pen-stroke and every letter and to determine yourself 

to produce it thus. 

This connection we have called an association of ideas, and 

shall hereafter so call it. Nowsuch a connection is certainly 

not synthetical, for it is accidental, changeable and individu- 
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al; but neither is it a product of conscious freedom : it is as- 

sociation. We can illustrate it likewise by the theory of dim 

conceptions. Such conceptions are dim, because they are un- 

conscious premises of our judgments; and they are conceptions 

because they are universal, and can be elevated to conscious 

universality through freedom of thinking. 

Let us take an example from our own Science of Morality. 

The angry man soon flies into a passion, and immediately be- 

gins to scold, kick, &c. Now this scolding, kicking, &c., cer- 

tainly depends upon freedom. Of course;—for us others, 

nay even for himself it depends in itself upon his own free- 

dom, or, at least, did at one time so depend ; but at present 

he cannot well act differently. He would, however, be easily 

able to act differently, if he could reflect upon himself and his 

freedom. But this very mediating act of considerateness is 

what he lacks ; association of ideas deprives him of that free- 

dom. But through however long a series this association may 

extend, and however deeply-rooted the habit may have be- 

come, it nevertheless always starts from a first point, which 

man has under his free control. Hence, even if we admit to 

the angry man, that now when bis anger deprives him of all 

consideration, he cannot well act otherwise than he does, 

we still should say to him: you ought to have been on your 

guard against the first outbreak of your anger. 

In short, through the passions, which have arisen in an indi- 

vidual previous to his reform and rooted themselves accord- 

ing to the law of association, that man utterly loses his free- 

dom and considerateness whenever at any occasion they arise 

in him; and in such a condition the thought of his duty can- 

not take hold of him. But the very first emotion, which in- 

volves irresistibly all these passions, is certainly under the 

control of his freedom. Hence the thought of daty can take 

hold of him previous to this emotion. It will, therefore, be the 
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problem of Ascetism, to look up these acts of freedom in their 

various possible emotions, in order to connect with them a 

weight of balance, a means to stir up the free will and thus 

to arouse a remembrance of duty. 

I have said: in the various possible emotions generally. 

But this justifies no ground of division, and no particular and 

separate rules; and for that very reason only a very slim 

content remains for Ascetism. Principally in order to show 

this and to attach some not uninteresting considerations, | 

have brought this matter into discussion, and have expressed 

myself in the way I did. 

Nature produces a tendency in man; was our statement. Now 

the word nature has quite another significance when we speak 

of human beings, than when we speak of unconscious pro- 

ducts of nature. The nature of man, i. e., his essence or his 

positive character (talent, indoles) is twofold, whereas the na- 

ture of these unconscious products is only onefold. There is 

in man one nature, which is nature as such, and one nature 

which exists as a tendency of reason (not yet elevated into 

consciousness); which latter tendency insofar as it uperates +. 
as a mere blind impulse is of no more value thar the first na- 

ture, which is merely nature. 

To speak plainer: nature. as such, tends in all its products 

to preserve the individual through propagation of the sexes ; 

and in the same manner nature operates in man, and oper- 

ates thus alone so long as man is still in the hands of nature. 

But as soon as man’s freedom—which here is formal—devel- 

ops itself,—which it does (since considerateness and hence natu- 

ral freedom do not rule here as yet); through an impulse or in- 

stinct of reason, the impulse of this formal freedom operates 

also precisely as an impulse of nature; that is to say: law- 

less and under norule; and thus it becomes an impulse to- 

wards absolute independence and hence towards supremacy 
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over the whole external world. (A mode of thinking which I 

have described at length in my Science of Morality.) 

Now if man surrenders himself to these two impulses com- 

pletely there arise from them two kinds of passions: 1. Bru- 

tal passions, such as lubricity, gluttony, &c.; and, 2. Unsocial 

passious, such as injustice, love of oppression, anger, hatred, 

falseness, &c. Both of these impulses—the natural impulse 

and the impulse of formal freedom—however unite ; and may 

thus unite in two ways. The natural impulse may unite with 

habitual love of oppression, and then there arises : 3. Oppres- 

sion from selfishness. Or the impulse of wild independence 

may unite with the natural impulse and then there arises : 4. 

Voluptuousness and other manifestations of brutishness ; 

which here are all the results of pure vanity. 

All truly vicious inclinations belong to one of these four 

classes; with the exception of a certain corruption, which is 

not so common but all the more dangerous, and which as the 

fifth one completes the synthetical period. This fifth one I 

shall treat in a separate section. 

The treatment of these passions in Ascetism is altogether 

the same. Each is based upon association and habit; each 

deprives the person given up to it of his freedom and consid- 

erateness, in which condition he is incapable of remembering 

his duty. Each also starts from a first act of freedom, of sur- 

rendering to that passion, in which act free considerateness is 

therefore still possible. Hence in each case it is our problem to 

connect with this state of considerateness the remembrance 

of duty in equally sure association. Hence we only need to 

answer the question in a general manner. 

It seems easily enough answered. A good will is pre-sup- 

posed, for without it we cannot even speak of Ascetism. It 

is only forgetfulness, or the being dragged into a condition 

where considerateness is no longer possible, which is to be 
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feared. The chief rule would therefore be this: never give 

yourself up to such a condition ; watch over yourself, and hab- 

ituate yourself to control all your acts with considerateness. 

This uninterrupted attention to ourselves is a self-observa- 

tion, an act of continuous reflection, undertaken not with a 

view to learn, but to hold ourselves in our own hands. Hence: 

always observe yourself! Whatever you do, do resolutely, and 

only with considerate freedom. Such would be the chief 

maxim. 

But this rule, if strictly applied, would be both unsafe and 

very dangerous. For an association, as I have shown above, 

is absolutely necessary in man. It is only the first impulse 

of this association, which our freedom controls, all the other 

links follow of themselves. 

Now either this association remains, and then our evil hab- 

its continue, and we can never master them; or that strict 

considerateness enters; but it paralyzes as it were our whole 

mind, prevents us from all acting, and makes all our resolves 

unsteady and wavering. From fear of doing wrong we shall 

condemn ourselves to lifelessness. This is the dangerous 

element of pure, abstract considerateness. 

But there is a middle way, very much to be recommended. 

Each individual in bis quiet hours of necessary and continu- 

ous self-observation, which must not be neglected, since the 

neglect thereof will induce a reaction in goodness, will easily 

find what his most prominent passions are, how they become 

excited, and where the point lies, which must, therefore, be 

watched, and where he must remember himself. For instance, 

the man who is passionately angry, and who thereby shows a 

disorderly self-love and injustice towards others (empirically ; 

for he may have the best intention ;) will know what excites 

his anger more particularly. His experience, therefore, should 

grow more special through self-observation and more fruitful 
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through practice of considerateness. He should never pro- 

ceed to act, without having first considered what may happen 

to him, and without having made definite resolutions for such 

cases. Inshort, he should have resolved upon a definite plan 

of acting under all circumstances. He may then be at least 

sure that he will not forget himself, and that he will re- 

member his good resolutions; provided, of course, his will 

is strong and pure enough. He should enter upon no new 

day of life without having calculated what kinds of business 

he may have to settle on, and what opportunities it may bring 

him forth to relapse into his old faults through self-forgetful- 

ness; and he should take precautions against such dangers. 

Many persons do this for the sake of mere prudence and ad- 

vantage, and succeed in it: why then should it not be possi- 

ble to succeed in it for the sake of duty. 

The given rule remains in force; but the great question is, 

how to keep it effective under all circumstances. For the 

man, who carries on more solitarily a speculative life, it may 

be easy enough to adopt rules for his rare practical collisions 

with the world. But how does the matter stand in regard to 

him, who is always in reciprocal causality with others, and 

who has, therefore, little time to reflect upon himself; who 

precisely on that account is always carried away in his act- 

ing, and forgets all the excellent principles which he adopted 

in his hours of meditation ? 

I reply: firstly, every one ought absolutely to have time 

enough to consider with himself, to reflect upon his moral 

condition, and to frame resolutions and work out plans for 

his reform. No amount of business will excuse a neglect to 

do so. No one should have so much to do as not to be able 

to live spiritually; for only thus will he do correctly and 

well what he has todo. If this is called prayer, with holy 

meditation, it is a most excellent and holy thought.. 
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Secondly: let him connect with that impulse of passion an 

opposite impulse, which will prevent the former from enter- 

ing his consciousness unless the remembrance of his duty 

enters at the same time. If this opposite impulse is to be a 

moral impulse, having its origin in duty and impelling to du- 

ty, it can be none other than one taken from the contempla- 

tion of the wickedness of permitting ourselves to be impelled 

by passion. Every other impulse, an impulse of sensuous 

motives, would not suffice to balance that impulse of passion. 

For that would be merely expelling one sin through another, 

and the person would remain as corrupt and wicked as ever. 

Every loss of freedom,—which passion always produces,— 

and a man who has once elevated himself to morality sins on- 

ly from passion,—is contemptible. Whoever gives himself 

up to self reflection and self-punishment will experience this 

contemptibility strong enough. Hence, a repeated self-exam- 

ination as to how we have acted up to our resolutions is 

absolutely necessary. Whoever has felt this contemtibility 

and has given himself wholly up to this feeling, wi!l doubt- 

less recall the painfulness of such feeling whenever he may 

be again tempted to similar forgetfulness; and hence is not 

wholly, not undignified, but absolutely necessary to court the 

punishment of conscience. 

This then is the only means to effect morality through 

means of the empirical character; as, indeed, the impulse of 

self-esteem is most surely, according to Kant’s very correct 

discovery, the only one, which induces morality from sensu- 

ous motives. 

Thus the essence of Ascetism is exhausted. We have on- 

ly to pay attention now to a particular state of mind, which 

does not fit under the above established chief rule. 
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IV. REMEDY AGAINST THE CORRUPTION OF A MERELY 

SPECULATIVE STATE OF MIND. 

In our previous investigation we have always presupposed 

that man has an interest in realizing his wishes in the exter- 

nal world, whether he be utterly corrupt and without any 

sense for morality in general, or whether he has taken hold 

of the good for his whole life by a moral resolution and is 

merely weak and in danger of forgetting it. In short, we 

have considered man altogether as occupying the practical 

standpoint, and as if his will and thinking had no other end 

in view than to realize through them something in the exter- 

nal world. We have argued as if man considered the inter- 

nal, the theory and all mediation generally as merely means, 

and as if he had in view only the connecting with the exter- 

nal. Such a man will manifest all that is within him in his 

external works, and hence if he is reformed internally, the 

external acts will follow of themselves. 

But there is another disposition, produced not through na- 

ture, but through art and culture, which holds the internal 

itself, as the mere disposition of the mind to be the end in 

view, and which never allows this internal to manifest itself 

in external acts. Happily this disposition is not common to 

mankind ; but at any rate it is possible, and is even to be 

found in actual life by close observers ; nay, in the progress 

of mankind upon the road now taken it is even likely to 

become more and more common. Partly from this reason 

and partly because no pbilosophical moralist has as yet tak- 

en notice of it, do I now propose to consider it. 

It is the standpoint from which a person has interest only 

for internal reflection, for the theoretical, and from which 

this is the ultimate end in view. I shall call it the speculative 

state of mind. 
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This is no old name; and I frame it, because that which it 

designates has never yet been designated before, so far as I 

know, and this word seems to me the best designation. 

With such a disposition a person merely watches the inter- 

nal determinations of his mind and character, without relat- 

ing them to life and without either acting much at all, or sub- 

jecting himself to strict self-examination when he does act, 

or indeed asking what may be the external results of these de- 

terminations in us. The object in cultivating this disposi- 

tion may be twofold: either to attain knowledge, or to attain 

perfection in that art; which results from this continuous and 

ever manifold play of thoughts. The former I shall call the 

pure speculative, and the latter the aesthetical state of mind. 

It is however, to be observed, that even in the former case, 

when knowledge is not related to life as the ultimate end of 

all knowledge, there can be no other end in view than the en- 

joyment and satisfaction which result from it, and that hence 

both of these states of mind unite there. The latter enjoys 

himself in the mere looking on at the internal play of his 

thoughts, whereas the former enjoys himself in the knowl- 

edge and the detailed understanding ef this play. Hence both 

have only enjoyment in view, and in so far the disposition of 

both is aesthetical. 

[t cannot be often enough reiterated, that the next interest 

of the investigator should be only formal. His only object 

is to know thoroughly, without having any result in view, or 

without intending his investigation to confirm any previous 

opinion of his own. It would be a petty and dishonest proce- 

dure to act otherwise. But after he has once in an impartial 

discovery found the truth, this truth must also be related to- 

life. Hence it must be equally reiterated, that knowledge is 

not its own ultimate end, but that the whole man in his whole 

culture is his own ultimate end. 
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Now such a man, who has acquired an excellent knowledge 

of all the rules of that play of thoughts, may even apply 

them, but he does so only for the purpose of thereby produ 

cing another play in his mind. He causes good and noble 

sentiments and thoughts to arise in his mind; but merely in 

order to observe himself in doing so, in order to make these 

sentiments themselves an object of his enjoyment, and to 

amuse himself at the appearance of harmony, of sublime emo- 

tions, &c., which they excite. But he is and remains cor 

rupt; for the whole interests him for his own enjoyment’s 

sake; he has no serious interest in it, no interest lying be- 

yond himself. 

Such a man may perhaps know himself thoroughly, may 

be thoroughly aware of his good aud bad qualities and inclin- 

atious; but he neitber loves the former nor hates the latter ; 

he loves and longs for anything only in proportion as it is 

likely to give more satisfaction to that spiritual play within 

him. He may censure himself very honestly, but it is with 

the same aesthetical coldness with which he would censure arn 

absurd piece of furniture or the tasteless dress of a stranger. 

In fact, he does not intend at all to better himself, and his 

self-censure has no such end in view; on the contrary: that, 

which constitutes his character, affords to him, as it were, the 

greatest amusement, because it is the nearest and most at- 

tractive play-toy, which he has always under his control; and 

because he knows its play thoroughly through long observa- 

tion. 

This disposition is impossible in uncultured men, in whom 

the conception is always immediately related to acting. If 

they were not forced to act they never would think at all. 

But is quite frequent amongst artists; and philosophers as 

well as theologians are also in very great danger of giving 

themselves up to it 
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Now this disposition cannot. be reformed by the above sug- 

gested remedy, since it calculates in all cases upon a practical 

mode of thinking, which here does not exist ; nay, which such 

persons, as we have described, may expressly hold aloof from. 

Hence even the rule of that remedy and its application would 

become mere play to such persons. They would never ask 

what its results in life might be, since life is for them indeed 

nothing more than a means to promote that spiritual play. and 

perhaps to afford additional -zest to it by furnishing a con- 

trasting background. 

Hence Ascetism would have to treat such persons in an- 

other manner. They must first be toned down to the practi- 

¢<al standpoint ; must first beinfused with interest in life, and 

in the results of their mode of thinking. But even in their 

cases the good will must be presupposed; since no human 

art can produce it. For even if they are made to see how 

dangerous and corrupt their state of mind is, and made to 

wish for a better disposition, such an insight and wish may 

still coexist with their old state of mind. It is only those, 

who have the good will, who will take advantage of the only 

thorough remedy. 

This remedy is: to enter into active life, and to dive deep- 

er and deeper into it, so that it may begin to become really 

interesting to them, and to claim all those energies which pre- 

viously slumbered in useless play, thereby exciting in them 

the wish, which all ordinary men entertain, that they may 

succeed in what they have undertaken, which will put an end 

ofitself to that empty self-observation. Not till then willthey be 

in a position to apply the other rules of Ascetism to them- 

selves; and unless they take that first step and return to the 

standpoint of misdirected humanity, there is no help for them. 

From what we have said, the general remark may be drawn, 

that the contemplative life, whether it be that of a thinker or 
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of an artist, is connected with great danger for the welfare of 

the soul, i. e., for the virtue and honesty of those who are de- 

voted to it. It is true, and it is the result of the quiet which 

it requires and produces, that speculative life is not likely to 

lead to great crimes, great vices and dissipations, but it may 

easily lead to a deeper internal wickedness, which is all the 

more dangerous. 

Now nothing is further from my intention than to terrify 

persons away from a speculative life generally, in the above 

general significance,—for even in the present work I have 

shown that it is a part of the necessarily to be realized end 

of reason—but merely to call your attention to the care, 

which is necessary for those, who devote themselves to it. 

Hither a person should devote himself not altogether to it, 

but carry on at the same time a practical business, taking 

equal interest in the latter, or, if his position in. life excludes 

him from the latter, or if the particular branch of speculation, 

chosen by him, requires all his energies and time, he should 

at least pay uninterrupted attention to himself, and take care 

to carry on the speculative itself as something practical ; in 

other words, to be careful, that this speculation or artistic 

cultivation shall always be directed upon the morality and 

improvement of himself and of others, and that he shall always 

be well conscious of this his intention. He will thus preserve 

the purity of his character, and carry on his science or art 

with all the more success; whereas a character of the first 

description is also easily inclined to turn his speculation or 

art into a mere empty play, because every thing is play to 

him. 

I could not close these lectures with a remark more im- 

portant to young students and beginning philosophers and 

scholars, I therefore close them with it, and recommend my- 

self to your remembrance and well wishes. 
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SHAKESPEARE’S ENGLISH HISTORICAL 

PLAYS.: 

HENRY THE FIFTH. 

W >: have now reached the last play of the Lancastrian 

Tetralogy. Henry the Fourth, with its two parts, 

was occupied with the internal affairs of England, it portrays 

the great national transition from revolution triumphant to 

revolution suppressed, from civil discord to domestic har- 

mony. The dynasty has been changed and the country has 

acquiesced. A great ruler has spent his lifetime in this long, 

wearisome and painful struggle, the right of which and the 

wrong of which have torn his mind with their ever-recurring 

contradictions. But the work is done and is well done; Eng- 

land is now a unit within herself and not a mass of warring 

fragments; the spirit of rebellion has been extinguished in 

the blood of its noblest and most powerful representatives, no 

such personage as the gallant Hotspur will again arise to 

make it attractive with beanty and chivalrous daring. 

The result is that a new national life has appeared, whose 

vigor is pulsating through the whole land with unparallel- 

ed energy. England is fired with the hope and ardor of 

youth, her inward impulse is driving her forward to some 

higher destiny, a narrow insular existence has become too 

limited for her mighty aspiration. The nation is loudly call- 

ing for a great enterprise abroad wherein it may realize this 

new spirit enlarging the country with new territory, and may 

give expression by deeds of valor to the awakened impulse 

of nationality. 

But the nation is. chiefly fortunate in the present turn of 
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affairs on account of having a leader, a man who embodies in 

the full sense of the word the national regeneration. Henry 

the Fifth is now seated on the throne, he along with his 

country has passed through the political and the moral fire 

which burns yet purifies; both are one in character and aspi- 

ration. The father, Henry the Fourth, could hardly have 

been the successful leader of a foreign enterprise; his great 

vocation was to put down domestic revolution, to effect which 

cunning as well as violence had to be employed. The fune- 

tion of the subtle politician has ended with his life; the im- 

moral taint which infected his character must also be clean- 

sed from the land. Henry the Fifth steps forth the warlike 

champion and purified man; he has overthrown Hotspur on 

the one hand, and has cast off Falstaff on the other; both 

conquests are equally necessary to make him the true repre- 

sentative of his people, the outer and inner conquests of an 

heroic soul. 

England therefore is seen marching under his leadership to 

the srbjugation of a foreign foe Nothing remains to be done 

at home adequate to the national ambition which is bursting 

forth on all sides; the pent-up energy must find a vent out- 

wards. In what channel will it thrust itself? Just across a 

narrow strip of water lies France, the hereditary enemy of the 

nation; on France, therefore, the storm will spend itself. 

Many an old score is now to be settled between the two peo- 

ples; each has always been a barrier to the other; can not 

that barrier be swept down by us, the English? No, not per- 

manently, one may give the answer here; for it is just that 

barrier that makes you both just what you are, two distinct 

nations, England and France; remove it, and England will 

suffer in the end quite as much as France; indeed, if she be 

successful in breaking down all national boundaries, she will 
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lose the very thing which she is so vehemently maintainiug, 

mamely nationality. 

But this reflection lies beyond the play, in fact beyond the 

consciousness of the poet. To him Henry the Fifth seems to 

be the supreme type ef the national hero, and the conquest of 

France the highest national object. Thus the Lancestrian 

‘Tetralogy comes to an end; it portrays the truly construc- 

tive epoch of English History according to the conception of 

Shakespeare, showing the glorious rise of the country from 

rebellion at home to the subjection of its ancient enemy 

abroad. Hérvin, therefore, the loftiest pinnacle of nationality 

is reached, and the poetical work must conclude. The York- 

ian Tetralogy was written first though it follows the Lan- 

castrian in historical erder; the Poet has in consequence not 

developed the inner-ground of the Wars of the Roses. The 

play of Henry the Fifth is hence the culminating point of the 

English Historical Series 

The structure of Henry the Fifth is without its like in 

Shakespeare. The employment of choruses or prologues to 

precede every Act is unknown in any of his other works, if 

we except the doubtful play of Pericles. The object of these 

choruses seems in the main twofold; they announce the sub- 

ject of the acts which are to follow, and mark with some care 

the large gaps of time which are to be passed ovér by the 

mind. Thus they try to connect somewhat more closely the 

disjointed parts of the drama. The Poet himself clearly sees 

the loose ‘texture of bis work, he is full of apologies which 

imply his own judgment of its main weakness. He appears 

to feel that he has transcended quite the limits of Dramatic 

Art, the theme is too extensive for representation on a petty 

stage, he seems almost afraid of turning it into ridicule. 

Hence he is continually begging the spectator to use his im- 

agination and forget the apparent caricature. In no other 

Vol 3—No. 9—35. 
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play is he seen to struggle so hard with his artistic form as 

here, he surges and frets against its bounds on every side, the 

great exploits of his hero are in danger of appearing farcical 

on the stage. 

The whole action is of the moving, spectacular kind; it is 

a series of historical pictures selected from one great cam- 

paign, with a chorus to explain the general movement and to 

supply the omitted links. The play therefore is closely tied 

to the external realities of place and time, and is governed to 

a less extent than usual by an inner controlling thought; 

hence criticism whose function it is to unfold this ¢hought has 

no very profound task at present. The result is that Henry 

the Fifth judged by the Shakespearian standard must be con- 

sidered as one of the lesser stars of the poet’s dramatic con- 

stellation, it is lacking in unity, in concentration, in organic 

completeness; still it must not be esteemed too lightly. As 

the play moves in the external details of history much has to 

be omitted, the dramatic form is too narrow; sucha manner of 

treatment demands the fullness and diversity of the Epie or 

of the Novel. Thedramatic work must compress all into the 

one central glowing point; only those events are to be taken 

and only those things are to be said which embody directly 

the thought. 

As might be inferred from its spectacular character, the 

play has no inherent division into movements; indeed the 

structure indicates that it is made up of five separate pictures 

each of which is preceded by an explanatory prologue. Yet 

the entire action tends to one supreme event, the battle of 

Agincourt, in which single effort the conquest of France was 

accomplished. Thedrama may be externally divided into two 

movements; first the preparation at home on both sides, com- 

prising the first two acts; secondly, the conflict and its re- 

sults, terminating in the overwhelming success of Henry the 
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Fifth. England united within after a slight ripple of opposi- 

tion, prepares herself for the struggle, passes over to the terri- 

tory of her enemy, subjugates the country, and tries to con- 

firm its possession by an alliance of marriage with the royal 

family of France. 

The division into threads is, however, strictly maintained, 

they were called in Henry the Fourth and still may be called 

the elevated or serious thread and the low or comic thread. 

The tirst subdivides itself according to nationality into two 

groups, the French and the English, between whom lies 

the conflict which is the main theme of the play. Here we 

must seek for the political elements which control the work. 

England claims the right to the throne of France, and makes 

good the claim by force of arms. The second or comic thread 

bas not less than four gioups; there are the remnants of the 

old Falstaftian company; the three English common soldiers 

who have the little intrigue with the king; the group of offi- 

cers representing the several British nationalities, Welsh, 

Scotch, Irish, English; to these must be added the French 

Princess in her conversation with her attendant Alice and 

with the English king. The superabundance here is manifest, 

it branches out into so many directions that the unity of the 

work is in danger of being lost, the central thought seems not 

to be able to control the dramatic luxuriance springing out of 

the subject. 

3eginning with the English side of the first thread, we notice 

at once the remarkable change in the life of the king. Heis 

no longer the wild Prince Harry of Eastcheap, companion of 

thieves and revelers, but he has become a religious man, he 

has truly received the new birth which has left “‘ his body as 

a paradise to envelope and contain celestial spirits.” The 

caprice of youthful wantonness, “hydra-headed wilfulness,” 

has been completely laid aside, and there has been a full sub- 
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mission to the established order of the world. It is clergy- 

men who are speaking, they praise especially his holy demeanor 

and wonder at his sudden reformation. Indeed the play 

throughout exalts the piety of the king as one of his main 

characteristics, and there is perhaps no other personage in 

Shakespeare’s dramas who comes so near being a religious 

hero. The associate of Falstaff has therefore fully redeemed 

his promise of amendment. 

His intellectual gifts which were never dim, seem to be 

wonderfully brightened and quickened by his moral change. 

* Hear him but reason in divinity” says the admiring Arch- 

bishop, “ you would desire the king were made a prelate ;”’ he 

speaks of matters of policy with the knowledge and skill of 

the veteran statesman; but when he comes to his supreme vo- 

cation, “list to his discourse of war and you shall hear a fear- 

ful battle rendered you in wusic.” Still greater is his genius 

for action, he is the true practical man who strikes boldly yet 

at the same time thinks. In fine he is theall- sufficient hero in 

whom intellect and will, the speculative and the active princi- 

ples of man are blended in the happiest harmony. Neither 

of these powers paralyzes the other, as is often the case, but 

each supports and intensifies the other to a supreme degree. 

And also he is the stronger and better for having passed 

through a wild period in his youth; “ wholesome berries 

thrive and ripen best, neighbored by fruit of baser quality,” 

says the worthy Bishop of him, a clerical authority to which 

we may reasonably submit, though not without some sur- 

prise. 

Next there is revealed the chief object of his ambition, the 

object for which his whole career has been a long preparation, 

in fact the object in which the Lancastrian Tetralogy culmi- 

nates, namely, the conquest of France. But he will not pro- 

ceed to it without being first assured of the justice of his 
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cause. Accordingly he calls around himself his learned re- 

ligious advisers who state in full the grounds of his claim, 

and vindicate his title against the French doctrine of succes-* 

sion. . The clergy thus requite his favors to the church ; they 

even urge him to conquest who needed no incitement; 

the Archbishop of Canterbury addyesses him: “stand for 

your own, unwind your bloody flag,’ and bids him take as a 

pattern his noble ancestors who once did * forage in blood of 

French nobility.” So speaks the primate of all England, the 

chief apostle of peace and good-will among men in the British 

isles 

It is manifest that the nation is for war, it is not merely 

sustaining but even pushing Henry to the struggle. Yet he 

is fired with the same ambition, he therefore most truly repre- 

sents the spirit of the country. The nobles are with him, the 

people have been always with him, now the clergy have be- 

come the most urgent advisers of an invasion of France. All 

classes are in harmony, then there is the furious energy re- 

sulting from acommon aspiration. Itis a national enterprise, 

at the head of which is marching the national hero; the out- 

look is ill for the object which offers resistance to their pur- 

pose. 

The king organizes rapidly his powers, wisely leaving a bul- 

wark against the Scot “ who hath been still a giddy neighbor 

to us.” Then the reply of France is heard, to a denial of the 

royal claim is added a wanton insult. More impatient then is 

the cry for war; yet even here in England there is manifested 

aslight reaction against the general tendency of the nation, 

this reaction culminates in aconspiracy against the life of the 

king. Still some embers of revolt remain and give out sparks; 

thus the old spirit of insurrection will once more appear. 

Three nobles, most intimate friends of Henry, were ready to 

thrust a dagger into his heart; but the plot is discovered and 
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the conspirators punished. It is only a momentary gleam 

passing into speedy darkness; rebellion has been put down 

in the previous reign with vigor and vengeance, it cannot rise 

now, for other business is on hand to occupy the life of Heury 

the Fifth. But after his death will not the spirit of rebellion 

dart up again in the face of his successor, and will not the 

question of title arise once more for settlement? But let us 

suppress the premonition which the event excites ; at present 

after this slight reaction, the union is firmer than ever, Eng- 

land consolidated as it were into one body is eager to be 

hurled across the channel into the heart of France, shouting 

with her monarch the popular war cry : 

No King of England if not King of France. 

The French group, on the other hand, are introduced dis- 

cussing the threatened invasion, their monarch with the cir- 

cumspection of age manifests no little anxiety, he recalis the 

many examples of English valor enacted on the soil of his 

own realm. But the Dauphin with the impetuosity of youth 

is eager for the conflict, having no fear of England now, be- 

cause “she is so idly kinged.” But the clear-headed Con- 

stable gives a well-timed warning to the young Prince, he has 

carefully noted the great transformation of King Henry’s 

character, whose 
vanities forespent 

Were but the outside of the Koman Brutus, 

Covering discretion with a coat of folly. 

Of course the French emphatically reject the claims of 

England, and the messenger departs with the declaration of 

war. Thus we areprepared for the shock of armies which 

is toe follow, two great nations are about to grapple in a ter- 

rific struggle, though the English predilection of the poet has 

given a distinct hint of the result. Such is the faint outline 

of the leading French characters. . 
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Passing now to the comic thread, we behold the Falstaffian 

group without Falstaff. At the first view this omission seems 

quite surprising, since the Poet has distinctly promised the 

reappearance of the jolly Fat Knight at the end of Henry the 

Fourth. Why he is dropped, can only be conjectured; but it 

is manifest that the poet changed his mind only after mature 

deliberation. A little reflection on the part of the reader will 

fully justify the same conclusion; in fact the dramatic possi- 

bilities of the character had been exhausted in the previous 

plays; nothing could well be added to the portraiture. Be- 

sides, some repugnance to Falstaff must have been manifested 

by the more decent and moral portion of the audience, inas- 

much as there are not a few persons of the present day who 

cannot endure his appearance and behavior. Personally we 

would like to have seen his enormous bulk again on the stage 

and heard some of his monstrous lies, but upon the second 

thought it is well as it is; we too, like the Prince, have had 

enough of his society for our own good and should now con- 

sent to a permanentseparation. Only the death of poor Jack 

is told, it louks as if he had experienced a hard struggle in bis 

last hours, wrestling with repentance, and we repeat involun- 

tarily the sigh of Prince Henry on the field of Shrewsbury: “I 

could have better lost a better man.” 

The remaining members of this comic group are brought 

forward from Henry the Fourth and need not be characterized 

in detail. It is still the reverse side of society, the immoral ele- 

ment, in the present case transmitted to a happier era from a 

period of civil discord. Its importance, is much diminished, 

still it is here, following in the track of war, and the whole 

company is about to cross the channel with the army not for 

the purposes of patriotism but of plunder. The contrast to 

the general feeling of the nation is most clearly seen in this 

group of debauched camp followers. Every great enterprise, 
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however righteous it may be, always has such vermin clinging 

to it on the outside and trying to reach its vital juices, but 

they must be brushed off with the strong hand of merciless 

justice. The fate of these people in the present undertaking 

will be the same as that of the external enemy, the French. 

In the second movement of the play, which now follows, the 

scene changes to France where the struggle at once begins. 

The key-note is struck by the king in his famous address to- 

his soldiers—the fierce blast of the English war-bugle: 

Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more, 

Or close the wall up with our English dead. 

The sublime theme of the speech tnroughout is nationality, of 

wi.ich Henry is the most glorious representative in English 

History. The same spirit permeates this entire series of 

plays, here is its culmination. Hitherto England ‘ad been 

able to master her internal difficulties, now she is to compare 

herself with another nation which it is her weighty task to 

conquer. If she succeeds, then the English nationality has 

won the laurel among peoples. The strong appeal is there- 

fore to Englishmen, their glory and superiority ; it is a battle- 

prologue nerving for the conflict which is to follow. 

Great stress is laid by the poet upon the behavior of the 

two armies just before the struggle comes on. The haughty 

confidence and fatuitous arrogance of the French are brought 

out in the strongest colors. It is indeed the only tragic 

ground of their fate, they seem to defy Heaven itself to keep 

them from their prey, on the pinnacle of insolence they are 

placed to be hurled down by an avenging Nemesis. Even the 

cautious Constable gives way to arrogant boasting, a herald 

is sent to King Henry demanding ransom before the battle is 

fought, the common soldiers play at dice for English captives 

that are not yet taken, to the entire French army the victory 

seems to be won before the engagement, their camp is a scene: 
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of wild frolic and impatience. Very necessary and skillful is 

this motive of impious arrogance in order to detach the sym- 

pathy of the hearer or reader from the side of the French, for 

they are really defending their nationality while the English 

are assailing it; their cause is in every way the more right- 

ful; indeed the English are not only committing a wrong 

against a neighboring nation but against themselves, they are 

logically destroying their own supreme principle in the pres- 

ent conflict, namely, nationality. All of which is felt by the 

Poet and its effects artfully guarded against byintroducing an 

old Greek tragic motive—human arrogance humbled by a 

leveling Nemesis. 

In the strongest contrast to the action of the French is the 

conduct of the English; from the noble down to the private 

soldier there is a feeling of humility, indeed of depression, 

though not of despair. They all think that the result will be 

very doubtful, gloomy forebodings haunt them, still the 

staunchest resolution pervades the host. But there is one Eng- 

lishman who is animated by the most exalted hope, who sees in 

the present emergency the greatest opportunity of his life or 

of his century—it is King Henry himself. He moves around 

among his soldiers, giving a word of encouragement to all; 

he is full of religions fervor, prayer is often on his lips; nor 

on the other hand does he forget even in this most trying hour 

of his life to play a good joke on a common soldier. He still 

has some of the former Prince Hal peering out of his conduct, 

he has not lost his sportiveness. Once, however, in a sudden 

fit of anger, he gives the most cruel order, that every 

soldier should slay his prisoners, a fact which can only be 

reconciled with his general character by reflecting that his 

highest principle is the victory and supremacy of his nation, 

and whatever jeopardizes this supreme end must be removed 

at any cost. The day of Agincourt is won, King Henry the 
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Fifth comes out of the battle the greatest of English national 

heroes, at one blow he utterly overwhelms and subjugates the 

ancient enemy of his country. . 

For France nought remains but submission, one people 

passes under the yoke of another. It has already been fre- 

quently stated that such a condition of affairs violates in the 

deepest manner the principle of nationality; there can only 

° result from it perennial strife and calamity to both States. 

To avoid the difficulty inherent in the situation, to cement the 

boud between the two nations by domestic affection, the 

Family is now introduced into the political relation. Henry 

marries Catherine daughter of the French king, but the royal 

woman is not here, as is often the case, made a sacrifice, to 

the State, the famous wooing-scene shows that their marriage 

had its true basis of love, notwithstanding the strong comic 

features. But the domestic ties of the monarchs cannot con- 

trol the destinies of two great people; the Family is a very im- 

perfect bulwark against the Nation. The political object of 

the present matrimonial alliance is manifest from the beaati- 

ful expressions of the Queen-mother who gives the true 

ground of royal intermarriage : 

As man and wife, being two, are one in love, 
So be there ’twixt your kingdoms such a spousal 
That never may il! office or fell jealousy, 

Which troubles oft the bed of blessed marriage, 

Thrust in between the paction of these kingdoms 
To make divorce of their incorporate league, 

That English may as French, French Englishmen 

Receive each other. 

The comic thread of the second movement breaks up into 

four distinct groups. The first is composed of the old associ- 

ates of Falstaff, they now meet the fit retribution for their 

deeds. The immoral element seems to be pretty much wiped 

out in the course of the war, Nym and Bardolph have been 
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hung, “ Nell is dead in the spital,” Pistol, ranter and coward, 

steals back in shame and punishment to England. Thus de- 

bauchery from its first prominence in Henry the Fourth is 

quite brought to an end under the heroic king at the same 

time with his great national victory. 

A second and new comic group is made up of representa- 

tives from the four British peoples, Welsh, Scotch, Irish and 

English. They are all working for the common cause, though 

they have their little bickerings among themselves; they 

show how the heroic king had united every kind of subjects 

in his great foreign enterprise. In compliment to the birth- 

place and blood of Henry, the pedantic but valorous Welsh- 

man Fluellen is here the leading figure. The comic effect 

rests mainly upon the pronunciation of the English tongue in 

a different fashion by each of these persons, thus indicating 

with a laugh the checkered variety of speech and men in the 

English army, a motley gathering but with the deepest pur- 

pose. 

Another group is that of the three English soldiers, quite 

sober when talking together of the prospect of the battle, not 

at all very comic figures of themselves. But the king comes 

along in disguise and they converse with him reprovingly ; 

the result is, he exchanges gloves with one of them in token 

of a future settlement. From this incident springs a little 

comic intrigue which ends in the king discovering himself to 

the soldier who is overcome with confusion but who receives 

a reward for his manly behavior generally. Itis such asim- 

ple story as would be told among the common people of their 

beloved leader. 

One more comic group can be distinguished, of which the 

French Princess with her broken English is the chief charac- 

ter. She makes the fourth person employing a brogue in the 

play; this slender comic instrumentality is quite worked to 
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death, the tendency thereby is to drop down into a farce. 

These four groups composing the second thread have no very 

rigid central thought, they manifest rather the appearance of 

‘apricious diversity. Yet they all celebrate the internal or do- 

mestic triumphs of Henry, while the great battle of Agincourt 

given in the tirst thread celebrates the external or national 

triumph of the heroic king. It will hardly be questioned, 

however, that four comic groups here are too many, confusion 

results from excessive multiplicity always, and the feeling of 

the artistic Whole is obscured or even lost in a labyrinth of 

details. 

Such is the conclusion of the Lancastrian Tetralogy. In- 

deed the present play, as was before said, may be considered 

as the culminating point of the whole Historical Drama of 

Shakespeare ; it delineates the ideal ruler in his personal, civil 

and military character, and it portrays the ideal England in 

harmony at home and in supremacy abroad. This Tetral- 

ogy is in the highest sense a positive work, having a happy 

outcome; it begins with revolution and passes through to 

final reconstruction. A Dramaof the Nation it may be called, 

as distinct from the Drama of the Individual; for here it is a 

nation which after many conflicts and obstacles reaches a 

happy destiny. But there is a dark concealed background to 

these bright skies; there is a violation which will demand 

retribution; a time of negation and destruction will follow, 

and this brings us to the Yorkian Tetralogy. 

D. J. SNIDER. 
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JOHN STUART MILL. 

(Extracts from Hillebrand’s ‘Aus und iiber England.”’) 

i is curious and interesting how the English, with minds 

averse to speculation, have in their philosophy vever lost 

sight of its practical application; and how on the other hand, 

the State, with an innate dislike to abstraction and univer- 

sality, could not long shut out the influences of philosophy. 

For some time, nevertheless, this mutual influencing, one of 

the other, was only indirect. But the moment when English 

philosophy, directly controlling and transforming, worked 

upon the State, was the middle of this century; and the man 

who next to Bentham, played the first part in this historic 

process, was John Stuart Mill. 

The wholeintellectual labor of the eighteenth century, James 

Mill, his father, had received, worked over and distilled into 

himself; but remained nevertheless an inflexible Prritan of 

the seventeenth. It would not have been possible to this con- 

sistent mind and unbending will, to realize in himself and in 

his life the democratic and rationalistic ideal that he rever- 

enced; his education and bringing up this enemy of aristo- 

crats owed to noble patrons. The apostle of rational politi- 

cal institutions, he worked for long years in the service of the 

most irrational political institution that ever existed—the East 

India Company. A stiff-necked Malthusian, he committed 

the foolish act—and according to his religion a foolish act was 

almost a base act—of marrying, without knowing how he 

should maintain his wife, and of bringing into the world a 

large family of children, without concerning himself much as 

to what should become of them. One of this family he se- 

lected, and undertook to isolate from all the injurious influ- 
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ences of the world, and bring up in the good principles of 

rationalism alone. That it was an experiment, and not an 

aberration of fatherly love, is proven from the fact that out 

of so many children he chose only the one most gifted, John 

Stuart. Did the experiment succeed? And what were the 

results ? 

In the first place, all foolish and superficial childishness was 

rejected, and most carefully held aloof. No kind of useless 

sentimentality—the word “Mother” does not once occur in the 

son’s autobiography; no schoolmates who might bring the 

prejudices of the parental house to the little elect ; no childish 

plays that might divert him; no reading that could agitate, 

or even stir his fancy. The father does not like poets, above 

all detests Shakespeare. Grammar—that is what the youth 

needs. At the age of three, he learns Greek; at the age of 

eight, Latin. Ten years old, he writes an octavo volume on 

the Roman government; twelve years old, he is a master of 

logic and battles with all the weapons of dialectics. At that 

age, namely, he is thoroughly acquainted with his Plato, but 

naturally looks down with pride, then as afterward, upon the 

substance of Plato, his ideas, as upon chimeras; but the form, 

the Socratic method, he has already appropriated, and re- 

mains at bottom throughout his life an adroit sophist of the 

Socratic school. To the study of an infinite number of old 

authors, from sop to Aristotle, from Cornelius Nepos to 

Seneca, he added that of the English historians, from Watson 

and Hooke to Hume and Mitford; above all, that of national 

economy and the philosophy of law, which flow to him direct- 

ly through the two great friends of his father, Ricardo and 

Bentham. 

At the age of fifteen, the homunculus was finished. But 

had he with the knowledge that few men possess at forty 

really an “advantage of a quarter of acentury?’ Evidently, 
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when he wrote the wonderful history of his education, at the 

age of fifty, he had no presentiment how much more the young 

human being learns until his twelfth year through the un- 

conscious taking in of outward nature, than all the books ever 

written contain together. Even the knowledge of language, 

which is so far from being an adequate expression of our feel- 

ings, intuitions and ideas, is not acquired through grammar, 

but through life. And when the question concerns those 

feelings, intuitions and ideas themselves, that is to say, the 

substance of the soul’s property, ought book-learning to be 

held more useful than conversation, observation, the exercise 

of the tive senses, that with ordinary persons form the chief 

sources of information in the precious, wasted years from 

three until twelve? 

It is wonderful, and only to be explained by the excellent 

nature of the boy, that the moral influence of such an edu- 

cation was no worse, that the father let no conceit grow up in 

him, that his “mental condition was neither one of humility 

nor of presumption.” Mildness, the feeling of right, veracity, 

remain undisturbed; the source of love was only obstructed, 

not dried up; the need of worship and of reverence led astray, 

not killed. 

From the icy air which he has hitherto breathed, he goes 

suddenly, at the age of fifteen years, to France, accompanied 

by Bentham’s brother. For the first time he breathes the 

“free and vivifying atmosphere of continental life.” Fifty 

years old, he speaks yet with the same enthusiasm of France, 

with the same injustice of England, as he did when fifteen. 

To explain this injustice, one must not forget the narrow- 

mindedness of English life at that time, its coarse hypocrisy, 

its formality, its stiff conventionality ; one must not forget the 

peculiar circumstances of the boy’s life. The national virtue 

of the English, veracity, which Mill possessed in the highest 
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degree, became a snare to him, as it does yet daily to his 

countrymen, 80 soon as they come in contact with the Latins 

and Celts. Accustomed to say always only what they feel 

and think, they receive in all innocence as real the beautiful 

and amiable feelings that meet them on the continent, and do 

not suspect how little the inner man is concerned with these 

outward demonstrations. Accustomed to see falsehood ap- 

pear like naked hypocrisy, they do not recognize it when like 

a soft, flattering air it penetrates the whole atmosphere; ac- 

customed to see the pointed edges and sharp corners of an 

inflexible conventionalism stand forth, they think convention- 

alism is absent from French society, because the French know 

how to conceal so skillfully and beautifully these edges and 

corners. 

Returned to England, the young man continues to build that 

structure of political opinion, whose foundations had been laid 

in France. He reads Bentham’s traité de législation, and 

hitherto an implicit, unconscious Benthamist, he becomes from 

that hour an explicit, conscious apostle of Benthamism, Ben- 

tham’s polemics against the vagueness of philosophical ex- 

pression, against lifeless generalities, like “* Nature’s law,” 

“right feéling,” “ moral sense,” and so forth, impressed the 

youth extraordinarily; it was like a revelation of the empti- 

ness of the great words thrown around themselves by so 

many teachers of men. To be sure, he again shot beyond the 

aim here also, and never learned to understand that speech, 

even the clearest and most perfect, remains always an insuf- 

ficient collection of signs, and that the expression never 

wholly covers the thought. 

At the age of sixteen, the future champion was ready; he 

had a cause—Benthamism, and a weapon—the dialectics 

learned from his father. His activity, as a “reformer of the 

opinions and institutions of his time,” began with an essay 
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against the aristocratic “ prejudice,” that the rich generally 

stand upon a higher grade of morality than the poor, with 

different articles in the daily papers, with the founding of the 

“Utilitarian Society” and the establishment of the “West- 

minster Review :” all at the age of seventeen. From that so- 

ciety and this periodical went forth the young school that, dur- 

ing ten years, has exercised a powerfully controlling influence. 

indirectly upon the legislation of Great Britain, directly upon 

the mental tendency of the race that now stands in the full 

vigor of manhood. From the beginning, and more and more 

as time went on, John Stuart Mill was the moving soul of this 

school. At first, naturally, the father stood behind the son, 

and through his personality worked upon that son and his 

associates just as strongly as Bentham through his works. 

James Mill’s attack (in the first number of the “ Westminster 

Review”) against the old liberal party of the Whigs, and their 

so-greatly esteemed organ, the “‘ Edinburgh Review,” was the 

war-declaration of English radicalism. From that day dates 

its existenee in the political life of the nation, and its alliance 

with the national economists gave it the real support neces- 

sary in order to holdits ground. Without the “ free traders,” 

and their final triumph in the years 1846 and 1860, the radical 

school would never have become a power in England. 

While the Frenchman always wavers back and forth from 

spiritualism to materialism, just as in the State anarchy and 

absolutism alternate—while the German always recognizes an 

ideal world-principle, moving in like manner spirit and mat- 

ter—the Englishman has ever turned bis back gladly to all 

speculation, and pleased and distinguished himself in empiri- 

cism, psychelogical empiricism especially. But it was re- 

served for our time, and for Mill’s school, to make a principle 

out of this wisdom of the ostrich that hides its head in the 

sand in order not to be seen, and a principle indeed that is 

Vol 3—No. 9—36 
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said to be infinitely higher than that of a Plato or a Spinoza. 

However little the Englishmen of the eighteenth century were 

inclined to metaphysics, they did not at least ignore the meta- 

physics of the continent, as in general the reciprucal action, 

even political, was at that time much more lively than to-day. 

England, it is plain, has more and more lost the power of 

feeling with Europe, since it learns foreign langaages and 

studies foreign civilization. Formerly, it stood opposite the 

continent with the security of instinct; to-day, it knocks at a 

hundred doors, and always comes to the false one. The 

haughtiness with which old-England looked down upon the 

continent, was in reality much more modest than the interest, 

the admiration even with which new-England pretends to look 

up; for the former received continental influences, in politics 

as in literature; the latter is wholly inaccessible to the true 

movement of Europe, while it ascribes an importance, which 

often seems to us almost ridiculous, to ideas and questions 

that we consider wholly subordinate, or that for us at all 

events are nearly without effect. Thus the England of Glad- 

stone and of Mill is actually more insular behind its “ silver 

girdle,” than the England of Walpole and of Hume. The con- 

trolling powers in the political and intellectual life of the con- 

tinent, escape Mill and his adherents completely ; they pur- 

sue, on the other hand, political and religious parties, or 

single movements, with a conscientious attentiveness of which 

they are not at all worthy. It is then only natural that, as 

Englishmen of the nineteenth century, they sun themselves 

and rejoice in Wagner-like self-content, that they have 

“‘ brought it so gloriously far,” (‘so herrlich weit gebracht,’’) 

in contrast with us dwellers upon the continent, we who still 

remain in the “ metaphysical period,” and still attempt to set- 

tle political questions of power in the old fashioned manner 

of a Cranmer ora Pitt. There now they continue to argue 
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‘gaily, like the scholastics after the Renaissance, as though 

Kant had never existed. 

Closely connected with this philosophical stand-point is 

the political. Their politics are progressive in the most 

peculiar sense of the word, and the attidude of political radi- 

calism towards liberalism, is exactly that of philosophical 

radicalis towards metaphysics. Liberalism and metaphysics 

have indeed that in common with each other, that they re- 

gard the world as unchangeable in its essence. The whole 

morality and politics of Mill’s school rest upon the theory of 

perfectibility. All progress is in the more and more exact 

amending of the judgment. This draws after itself men’s 

actual improvement, in a moral and intellectual sense, and 

the result is that their governments also become ever wiser 

and better. Forsuch men of the future there will be no other 

morality than well understood utility; no other ideal than 

the welfare of the greatest possible number; no other politi- 

cal wisdom than that reached by a process of induction, 

crowned by a system of deduction, which shall then represent 

the necessary union in politics of the results of experience 

and thought. 

ELLEN M. MITCHELL. 
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BOOK REVIEWS. 

TYPICAL SELECTIONS FROM THE BEST ENGLISH WRITERS. 

Clarendon Press Series. 1876. 

This is the first attempt to present through a ‘ book of specimens ” 
typical selections from the long list of our British authors. Heretofore 

we have proclaimed our belief in the utility of all reasonable attempts 

to popularize the products of the best minds; and have expressed an in- 
terest in all books calculated to reach any audience not provided for. 

While there has been a reasonable irritation at the popular confusion 

of literature and the history of literature, the proposed remedies have 

not been directly useful. One expedient has been to disregard all 

study of the history of literature, and like Mr. Hudson, to suggest the 

study of two or three authors: the defect of this method has been, that 

to be consistent the student should have the works of the authors, and 

not extracts from these no matter how lengthy. Another device takes 

the opposite extreme, and like the Manual of American Literature has 

gathered into one small volume a million of what may well be termed 

“literary splinters. Still a third method has substituted the most re- 

cent names of local fame for those authors of “ the literature of pow- 
er,” whose strength is perennially fresh. So far as concerns a knowl- 

edge of literature, it is clear to us that the young student requires ac- 

curate but limited acquaintance with literary movements, and with the 

names of the multitude who have been able to gain for themselves the 
crown of laurel. Added to this, and not in jieu of this, he should 

know typical selections from such authors as have the most abiding in- 

terest, and full acquaintance with the complete works which constitute 

our literary masterpieces. Hale’s “ Longer English Poems ” is doubt- 
less intended as a companion to the volumes now under consideration, 

and the two books together form the best anthology which has as yet 
appeared. 

‘* Typical Selections ” presents in connection with each author notices 

critical and biographical, and thus renders it possible for the student 

to substitute for didacticism the results of his own investigations, We 
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miss Bunyan, Gray, Boswell and Robertson: while inasmuch as Ma- 

caulay finds a place, we could wish for Hallam, Jeffrey, Christopher 

North and Wordsworth. The critical remarks are an attempt to pre- 

sent with each author the secret of his power. When most happy they 

are of great value; quite frequently, however, they partake of the com- 

mon critical fault of indulging in “ glittering generalities :” we sup- 

pose that this is a necessary consequence of having the work done by a 

number of authors, 
Epiror, 

HARPER’S HALF Hour SERIEs—* When the Ship Comes 

Home.” 

The recent effort of publishing houses to furnish in cheap form the 

best of our literature, is surely a speedy response to the often expressed 

desire for the destruction of dime novels, We are too apt to forget 

the stages by which one passes from illiteracy to cultivated tastes, and 

hence are unduly impatient of what is after all a necessary stage of de- 

velopment, Perhaps of all American institutions the Boston Public 
Library is most favorably situated for a study of popular growth, and 

it is demonstrated in its experience that if one is to become a reader of 

good books he must begin by reading some books albeit they are not of 
the best. Hence while the generally expressed abhorrence of literary 

trash is somewhat exaggerated, it has its office as a stimulant, and on 

the other hand the “ persistency of force” saves most people from an 

abnormal development. The size of the books in the Half Hour Series 

is not so convenient as that of ** Little Classics,” but perhaps many are 

tempted by the smallness of the volume. Believing, as we do, that 

reforms are wrought by the use of personal interests and not by an ab- 

stract philanthropy, we see in this enterprise of the Harpers a practical 

aid to the speedy elevation of tone inthe books drawn from our circu- 

lating libraries. The books issued so far admirably fill the intermedi- 

ating office we have mentioned above. The story whose title heads this 

notice can hardly be called original in its plot, but it has the merit of 
being throughout interesting, and is for the most part pleasantly writ- 

ten. The Lemise family seem ridiculously caricatured, and the events 

detailed cannot be accused of too great naturalness ; the tone is prevail- 

ingly melo-dramatic ; but, after all the patient endurance of the hero 

and the devotion of the heroines, we are not wrong, we imagine, in dis- 
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covering two that will find a real response in the reader’s heart. The 

enterprise of the publishers is to be commended, and the stories selected 

fulfill the function designed. Epitor. 

Out OF THE QUESTION. W.D. Howells. 

Mr. Howells has already made himself acceptable to an increasing- 

ly large circle of readers, and anything from his pen now meets with 
ready welcome, It is useless to try to reproduce in a notice the name- 

less grace and lightness which constitute so large a part of the charm 

in Mr. Howells’ stories, Mention is made of Out of the Question to 

call it to the attention of those who might otherwise lose a legitimate 

pleasure, rather than to attempt an analysis of anything so etherial. 

One regret however will remain at the end of the book, and we cannot 

see why its removal should have been ‘ Out of the Question.” Blake 
is a shadowy character, and as his inventions are really yet to be; the 

collision between birth and worth is insufficiently “ motived.” It 
seems as if it would have been easy to have made Blake so far success- 

ful as to more strongly emphasize the concealed moral that ** honor and 
” worth from no condition rise.” Perhaps, however, it is with Mr. How- 

ells as with Tennyson in his Maud. It has always seemed to us that 

the shadowy indistinctness of Maud brought into stronger light the in- 

tense power of ‘love at first sight; and it may be that Mr. Howells 

had in mind the strongest presentation of a one-sided picture. With 

full sympathy for the general authorial outery against the critics, one 

must yet feel that the reader as well as the author is an important ele- 

ment in literary success. If the critic remembers that the creator 1s 

above the judge, the author may receive pleasure instead of pain from 

reviews which suggest rather than assert possible defects. 

Epiror. 

WORDS FROM THE POETS Selected by C. M. Vaughan. 

London: MeMillan & Co. 1867. 

‘The character ot the selections here brought together is determined by 

the author’s intention of furnishing a better kind of reading for the pupils 
of the lower grade of schools in England. ‘The selections are therefore not 

necessarily characteristic of the authors, and some poems seemingly well 

adapted for the purpose intended are unaccountably omitted. It does not 
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appear to us that the double purpose of preparing a collection of miscellan- 

eous poems for a specific end, aud at the same time doing justice to writers 

selected from, is an impossibility ; and we do not see why young people 

should receive at the outset unhappy impressions of writers whom they will 

afterwards learn to appreciate ouly with difliculty. The selections here given 

are not always happy, even in view of the author’s design, aud, on the 

whole, the book seems to us hardly a suecess. 

L. J. Buock. 

THE SONGS OF SHAKESPERE, selected from his Poems and 

Plays. London: Virtue & Co. 1872. 

This is a convenient collection, but is merely a collection, the verses be- 

ing reprinted from some copy of Shakespeare at hand. ‘To each selection 
is prefixed the name of the play or poem from which it has been excerpted. 

Ifa song has been set to music, that fact is mentioned, and reference is 

made to the author or musical publication. Songs are also given from the 
doubtful plays, and there are given those passages not properly songs, 

which have been set to music. All this, together with indexes, makes the 

collection valuable apart from the intrinsic value of its contents. ‘The eol- 

lector makes a singular mistake in classing Schubert amoung English com- 
posers, probably a mere oversight. The book is haudsomely gotten up; 

some of the little illustrations are appropriate enough, while others seem 

merely intended to fill up the page. ‘They are prevailingly fantastic, 

which is true of the form of the poems, hardly of their content. The book 

is a pleasant one to have and will fulfill the object it hoids in view. 

L. J. Brock. 

SONGS AND SONNETS BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. Edited 

by Francis Turner Palgrave. MeMillan & Co.: London 

and Cambridge — 1865, 

Editor and Publishers have here conspired to make a very beautiful little 

book. In mechanical execution, the book leaves nothing te be desired. 

The publishers are winning a deserved reputation for the care with which 
their part of book making is done, and they have not failed in the present 

instance. ‘The taste and scholarship of the Editor are too well known to 
need more than reference. 
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It is worth while to read through this little volume, and get a distines 

impression of Shakespeare as a lyric poet. ‘The songs are so casually intro- 
duced in the plays, and so overshadowed by the dramatic movement, that 

as songs purely they are considered with difficulty. But here their in- 

trinsic loveliness is left alone to work securely its assured effect. ‘The Ed- 
itor has ventured to make names for them, and his poetic instinct has guid- 
ed him to a charming success. Asan instance of iuterpretative subtlety, 

we refer to the song on page 7, “Take, O take these lips away,’’ called 
here ** Love’s Despair.” ‘he last words, ‘* Sealed in vain,’ as here print- 

ed and punctuated, are converted into an echo, a final repetition, soft and 

subdued, of the sentiment, a last sigh before the utter yielding of the spirit 
to the sense of irretrievable loss. It would not be difficult to point to many 

instances of the Editor’s care and acuteness of insight. 

To the sonnets the names prefixed furnish a key, which most readers 
will be grateful for. Mr. Palgrave’s note on these obscure poems is worth 

being read. The interpretation indicated by his naming may be for the 

most part erroneous, but will be of use to readers seeking an initiation into 
poems of the great master which present so m iny difficulties. 

It is a great pleasure to praise work so eminently praiseworthy, so sin- 
cere, so admirable. 

L. J. Buock. 

RELIGIOUS AND MORAL SENTIMENTS: METRICALLY REN- 

DERED FROM SANSKRIT WRITERS. By J. Muir, D. C. L., 

LL. D., Ph. D. London: 1875. 12mo, pn. 128. 

The introduction is occupied in the discussion of the probable or 

possible relation of the New Testament writings to the Bhagavad Gita, 
Dr. Lorinser and others had concjuded from many sentiments common 

to both, that the author of this poem must have had access to a copy of 

the New Testament and that he used this freely in the composition of 
his own work. Dr. Muir objects that these similarities do not necessi- 

tate this conclusion and suggests an explanation on psychological 

grounds—it being no rare occurrence that the same general thought 

should be arrived at independently by several different minds, He 

quotes also from Professor Monier Williams, whose opinion is of great 

weight in questions pertaining to Sanskrit literature, to the effect that 

the Bhagavad Gita was written during either the first or the second 

century of our era; whereas Dr, Lorinser and those participating io 

his view are constrained to seek ground for its composition as late as 
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the third century; that being as early as there is warrant for supposing 

that copies of the New Testament found their way into India, 
Still more reliance, however, is to be placed in the general tone and 

spirit of the poem, which “ contains much that is exclusively Indian in 
its character and which finds no counterpart in the New Testament doc- 

trine.” Quite conclusive indeed against the necessity of this borrow- 
ing from the Bible is the fact that similar doctrines are contained in 

portions of the Mahabharata which are indisputably anterior to the be- 

ginning of the Christian era. Truth then, is not the exclusive property 

of any people or of any age, but belongs to and can be possessed by 

him and him alone whose spiritual nature is sufficiently developed to 

comprehend it. This appears to be the spirit in which Dr. Muir has 
published this little collection of ‘‘ Religious and Moral Sentiments ” 

gathered from a wide range of literature indeed and presenting us the 

best. We are glad to have his promise of a more extended represen- 

tation of this phase of Indian thought. 
We append two or three specimens as an indication of the character 

and value of the selections made :—The first, from the ’Svetasvatara 
I’'panishad, showing a comprehension of the Great Spirit: 

No hands has He, nor feet, nor eyes, nor ears, 

And yet he grasps, and moves, and sees, and hears. 
He all things knows, Himself unknown of all, 

Him men the great primeval Spirit cali. 

Comparison is suggested between “ straight is the gate and narrow is 

the way which leadeth unto life,” and the following lines from the Ma- 

habharata : 

Heaven's narrow gate eludes the ken, 

Bedimmed and dull, of foolish men, 
Within that portal sternly barred 

To gain an entrance, O how hard ! 
What forms its bolts and bars? The sin 

Of those who seek to enter in. 

We add his prose translation of one more, which shows a very distinct 

appreciation of the necessity to the scholar both of seclusion and of la- 

bor. “How can the man who loves ease obtain knowledge? The 

seeker of knowledge can have no ease, Either let the lover of ease give 

up knowledge, or the lover of knowledge relinquish ease.” 
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An appendix containing * an exact prose translation” of each of the 

116 specimens is added to prevent the otherwise possible presumption 
that the metrical renderings are colored beyond the warrant of the 
origipal, 

The specimens we have given are necessarily of the shortest. The 

collection contains many that are much more extended. 

Wa. M. Bryant, 

DiE EDDA, DIE ALTERE UND JUNGERE NEBST DEN MYTH- 

ISCHEN ERZAHLUNGEN DER SKALDA; UEBERSETZT UND 

MIT ERLAUTERUNGEN BEGLEITET. Von Karl Simrock. f 

Sechste verbesserte Auflage. 8vo., pp. 482. Stuttgart, 

L876. 

Of the elder, or poetic, Edda we have in English Thorpe’s version 

(London, 1866) with many valuable notes and a not very satisfactory 

mythologica! index for the first part and an index of persons and places 
for the second, The special claim made for this rendering is its faith- 

fulness to the original. Of the younger, or prose, Edda we have 

Blackwell’s translation in Mallet’s Northern Antiquities (Bohn 

Library). No effort is made in the first to show the connection of the 
several parts or to exhibit the deeper meaning of the myths; while, as 

Simrock suggests, the younger Edda, being itself in reality little else 

than a commentary on the elder, notes upon it must be at best of little 
value. Inthe work before us, besides the advantage of both the Eddas 

in one volume, we have more than a hundred well-filled pages of com- 

ments upon and explanations of the elder Edda, and this by one who 

has “ devoted fifty years to the resuscitation of our ancient poems and 

sagas.” We have here, then, so to speak, the Old and the New Testa- 

ment of the “ Northern Bible,” together with efficient aids to its com- 

prehension, and thus to the proper understanding of the faith and deeds 

of the prehistoric Norsemen who were so nearly akin to, or rather who 

may well be reckoned among, our own sturdy ancestors. 
Respecting the origin of the Eddas it is suggested that the date 

cannot be clearly determined, though “the oldest, it is believed, should 

be attributed to the sixth century.” As to this present collective form 

it is altogether an error to consider Snorri.as even the compiler of the 
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younger Edda, while there is no proof that Simund was the collector of 

the poems that constitute the elder. The poems and sagas relating to 

their gods and heroes were not originated by the Icelanders in Iceland, 

but rather were brought thither as their most precious inheritance from 
their forefathers when they found it preferable to quit their tyrannously 

ruled mother country to dwell in peace and independence upon that deso- 

late island, It is to be observed also that this precious record of a now 
nearly forgotten faith was not of an exclusively northern growth. The 

sagas of the gods were originally common to the Norse aad the Ger- 

mans, though among the latter the misguided efforts of the priesthood 

during the years of the introduction of Christianity were only too suc- 

cessful in uprooting and utterly destroying almost every vestige of the 

primitive faith. On the other hand, that the heroic Sagas were really 

of Germanic origin is proven by the fact that the principle characters 

as well as the places where their deeds were enacted are inseparable 

from Germany. It is through their development into their present 
form that the Eddaic poems are specifically Norse. 

On comparison with Thorpe’s version we find a slight difference in 

the arrangement. oth place at the beginning the Viluspa or Valas 

Prophecy, which is considered as the most important and perhaps the . 
most ancient of the Eddaic poems and contains a general view of the 

whole Norse Mythology. Several differences occur in the arrangement 
of those that follow; as, for example, the Lay of Harbard (Harbard- 

hsliodh) is the tenth in Thorpe’s version, and the seventh in Sim- 

rock’s. In the former the Song of the Sun (Solarlidth) closes the first 

or mythological part of the Edda, while in the latter it is given as an 

appendix (anhang) at the close of the selection from the Skalds. Thorpe 
doubtless followed without question the order of the text which he had 

beforehim. Simrock, on the contrary, has formed an independent theory 

of the relation of the several poems to each other and of their signifi- 

cance in combinacion and has arranged them accordingly. After the 
Véluspa follow the songs pertaining to the Odinic mythus, the last of 
which also illustrates Thor's character, After these come three relating 

to Frey; ‘‘so that the Trilogy, Odin, Thor and Frey, lies at the basis 

of our arrangement.” 

By way of illustrating the style in which the verse is rendered we 
quote a few lines from the Havaméal which, though included among the 

mythological songs, really constitutes from its ethical character a third 
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order, of which, however, it is the only example. The “ Ethics” are 
indeed for the most part by no means to be compared with Christian 

Ethics, but rather represent the guiding principles of a shrewd and not 

too scrupulous man of the world. The examples given are of the 

higher order of those presented in the poem which extends to the length 

of 165 stanzas, . 

25. Dast ist Seelentausch, sagt Einuer getreulich 

Dem Andern Alles was er denkt. 

Nichts ist iibler als unstit sein: 
Der ist kein Freund, der zu Gefallen spricht. 

* x * * * 

Das rath ich, Loddfafnir, vernimm die Lehre, 

Wohl dir, wenn du sie merkst. 

Wo Noth du findest, deren nemm dich an; 

Doch gieb dem Feind nicht Frieden. 

We give Prof. Anderson’s rendering (Norse Mythology, p. 152,) of these, 

which is here identical with Thorpe’s: 

125. Thereis a mingling of affection, 

Where one can tell 

Another all his mind. 

Everything is better 

Than being with the deceitful. 

He is not another’s friend 

Who ever says as he says. 

* * 

I council thee, Lodfafner, 

To take advice ; 

Thou will profit, if thou takest it, 

Whatever of injury thou knowest, 

Regard that injury as thy own; 

And give to thy foes no place. 

We venture to express in closing, our confident expectation that Prof. 

Anderson’s promised version of the Edda will be in value and interest at 

least the counterpart of this admirable German edition. 
Wm. M. Bryant. 
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HISTORY OF ART. By Dr. Wilhelm Liibke. Translated by 

F. E. Bunnett. 2 vols., large 8vo, pp. 466 and 473. Third 

Edition. London: 1874. 

With the now rapidly growing interest in art it seems desirable that oc- 

casional mention should be made of the standard works pertaining to its 

various phases. The necessity of studying a subject historically in order 

to its perfect comprehension is generally acknowledged. Any present 

single phase of the world can be rightly understood only when viewed 

through its evolutionary antecedents. This seems especially true in art, 

of which some of the most important developments have long since reached 
their absolute limit. To know how and why this should be must of course 

pre-suppose a philosophical study of the necessary limits and relations of 
the various forms of art. An excellent preparation for this study, and in- 

deed a substantial first-stage of it, is constituted by a careful reading of 

such a history of artas Dr. Liibke’s. A genuine enthusiasm, tempered by 

ripe scholarship and enlightened by a profound study of causes and rela- 

tlons, is the secret of the renarkable qualities of this work. Itis not a 
compilation but an independent work. Itis not a mere narration of the 

chief events that have occurred in the Art-world, but a representation of 

them which exhibits throughout a clear comprehension of the logical rela- 

tions of those events and hence of the rational activity of spirit which be- 

comes more and more conscious of itself through its endeavors to repre- 

sent itself perfectly in the forms of beauty of the material world. ‘This in- 

deed is one of the chief ways by which spirit has struggled up from the 

stage of subjection to outer nature to a complete realizalion of its own 
superiority to an independence of the material. It is the way to absolute 

freedom. This is discernible as the basis of the work under consideration. 

Hence it is not a dry chronicle of unexplained facts but a rich concrete re- 

cord of spiritual endeavor. 

The whole work is divided into four books. Il. Tne Ancient Art of the 

East, in which are briefly summarized, 1, Egyptian Art; 2, the Art of Cen- 

tral Asia; 3, the Art of Western Asia; 4, the Art of Eastern Asia. LI. 

Classic Art, containing a more extended view of, 1, Greek Art ; 2, Etruscan 

Art; 3, Roman Art. Ill. The Art of the Middle Ages: Here are considered, 
1, Early Christian Art; 2, The Art «f Islam; -3, The Romanesque Style ; 

and 4, The GothicStyle. Book IV. un The Art of Modern Times, occupies 

the whole of the second volume from page 98. [ts divisions are, 1 General 

Characteristics of Modern Art; 2, Modern Architecture; 3, Plastic Art of 
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Italy in the Fifteenth Century ; 4, Plastic Art of Ltaly in the Sixteenth Cen- 
tury ; 5, Northern Plastic Art in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries ; 6 

Plastic Art in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries; 7, Art in the 

Nineteenth Century. 
At the beginning of each general division is a chapter presenting a brief 

survey of the conditions, physical, intellectual and moral. of the people 

through whose activity was produced the phase of artistic development 

about to be exhibited 
For the cultivated general reader the work affords an admirably clear 

and suggestive outline of the subject of art in the three figurative forms, 

Architecture, Sculpture and Painting. For the student of art it is all that 

can be desired as a historical guide. 

We would be glad to speak with equal approbation of the mechanical 

construction of the work. Of the typography indeed nothing is left to be 

desired. The binding however, (cloth), is scarcely sufficient to sustain a 
single reading, for which indeed there is the remedy of rebinding. But of 

the illustrations what can we say other than that those especially of works 

of sculpture and of painting are coarse—sometimes even to caricature. 

Certainly in studying works of art we ought not to be pained with the un- és . 
timely introduction of the comic element, under the form of the ugly seri- 

ously assuming to be the beautiful. ‘They do indeed afford us assis- 

tance in arriving at some conception of the form, as well as of 

the grouping. There is also the redeeming feature of number (over 

400) while the subjects are well chosen. The illustrations of architecture 

are much better. 
Wm. M. Bryant. 

NOTICEBALE ARTICLES IN MAGAZINES 

AND REVIEWS. 

American Journal of Science and the Arts—Aug. I. Discovery of Oxy- 
gen inthe Sun by Photography and a new Theory of the Solar 



Noticeable Articles in Magazines and Reviews. 

Spectrum. IL. Critical Periods in the History of the Earth. III. 

Structure of the Paleozoic Crinoids. IV. Relations ot the Geology 

of Vermont to that of Berkshire. V. A Proposed New Method in 

Solar Spectrum Analysis. VI. Note on the Exactitude of the 

French Normal Fork. 

Atlantic Monthly—Sept. i. Consular Service and Society in Egypt. II. 

Crude and Curious Inventions at the Centennial Exhibition. LIT. 

Dicken’s Great Expectations. 

Bulletin de la Société Franklin. 

Catholic World—Sept. I. Among the Translators. II. College Educa- 

tion. III. The Dancing Procession of Echternach. IV. The Pan 

Presbyterians. 

Contemporary Review—Aug. 1. The Tuileries and the Vatican. Il. The 

Trial of Jesus Christ. LIL? The Proposed Industrial University. 

IV. The Divine Guidance of the Church. V. Neglected Aspects of 
the Drink Question. Vi. The Relation of the English People to 

the War. 

Dublin Univ. Magazine—Aug. 1. On Elementary Lustruction in Physiol- 

ogy. Ul. The Laborer’s Leisure. Ill. The Son of Nathaniel 
Hawthorne. 

Eclectic—Sep. Il. Drifting Light Waves. Il. Round the World in a 

Yacht. Ill. Lifeand Times of Thomas Becket. IV. Notes on the 

Geographical Distribution of Animals. V. Wagner. VI. Dres- 

den China and Its Manufactory at Meissen. VII. Vital Force. 

Fortnightly—Aug. 1. Secret Societies in Russia. If. A Plea fora Rational 

Education. LIL. Sea or Mountain. IV. Cavour. V. The Indian 
Civil Service. VI. Three Books of the Eighteenth Century. 

Edinburgh Review—July. I. Kleber, sa Vie, sa Correspondence. Ll. The 
Sibylline Books. ILI. Indian Famines. IV. Copernicus in Italy. 

V. Venice Defended. VI. The England of Elizabeth. VII. The 

Russians in Asia Minor. 

Fraser’s—July. I. The Schliemannie Ilium. II. Studies’ in Russian 

Literature. III. Experience of Ambulances. IV. An Exposition 
of Betting and Book Making. V. The Money Cost of the Mineral 

Traffic on Railways. VI. Mr. Morris’s Sigurd and the Niebelun- 
genlied. VI. British Trade. 

‘Galaxy—Sept. I. Has the Day of Great Navies Passed. II. Miss Misan- 



The Western. 

thrope. LI. ‘The American Army. IV. The Municipal Debt of 

the United States. 
Harper’s—Sept. 1. The Lading ofa Ship. IL. The Domestic and Artistic 

Life of Titian. If. Gen. Stark and the Battle of Bennington. 

LV. A Group of Classical Schools. 
Tippincott’s—Sept. I. A Venetian of the Eighteenth Century. IL. Heine 

Buch der Lieder. III. The Marquis of Lossie. 

Titteli’s Living Age—1728. I. George Sand. II. Marquis of Lossie. Ll 

Is the Moon Dead ? 

1729. I. Pascal and Montaigne. Il. The Little Old 

Man of the Batignolles. ILI. Notes on the 

Geographical Distribution of animals. 

. Virgil a Link between the Ancient and 

Modern World. LL. The Little Old Man of 

the Batignolles. LI. Morality in Politics. 

[V. Life and Times of Thomas Becket. V. 

Dresden Chinaand its Manufactory at Meis- 

sen. “VI. Famous English Painters. 
Nineteenth Century—Aug. I. The Future of Egypt. Ul. Life and Times of 

Thomas Becket. ILf. Impatience in Polities. LV Harriet Mar- 
tineau. V. Aggression on Egypt and Freedom in the East. 

Popular Science Monthly—Sept. I. Domestic Retrospect and Prospect 

IT."Odd Forms among Fishes. IL. The Observatories of Italy. 

IV. On Drops. V. Civilization and Morals. VI. Does it take 

Time to think ? VIL. Aboriginal Pottery of the Salt Springs, [- 
linois. VIII. Instinct and Intelligence. LX. Science and War. 

X. The Labor Question. XI. Sketch of Prof. Simon Newcomb, 

Quarterly Review—July. I. Recent Discoveries in Art and Archaeology in 
Rome. Il. The Science of Electricity as Applied in Peace and War. 

III. The War in the East. IV. The Ridsdale Judgment and the 

Priest in Absolution. V. National Interests and National Moral- 
ity. 

The Journal of Speculative Philosophy—April. I. ‘The Second Part of Faust. 
II. The Orientalism of Plato. ILL. The Soul’s Journey. IV. His- 
torical and Logical Relations between Fichte and Kant. V. Schop- 
enhaur and Von Hartmann. VI. Scientific and Ethical Functions 
of Universities. VIL. Dogmatic Proofs of Immortality. 

Watchmaker, Jeweller and Silversmith—Aug. I. Horology. Il. History of 
Astronomy. If. A Day in a Coventry Watch Manufactory. 

W.J.S. Bryan. 


